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"An avalanche of content will make context the scarce 
resource. Consumers will pay serious money for anything 
that helps them sift and sort and gather the pearls that 
satisfy their Jickle media hungers. The future belongs to 
neither the conduit or content players, but those who 
control the Jiltering, searching and sense-making tools. " 
-PAUL SAFFO (1994) 
"We have become far more projicient in generating 
information than we are in managing it, and we have also 
built technology that easily allows us to create new 
information without human intervention." 
-JONATHAN B. SPIRA AND DAVID M. GOLDES (2007) 
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ABSTRACT 
According to a 2007 global survey of 178 organisational intranets, 3 out of 5 organisations are not 
satisfied with their intranet search services. However, as intranet data collections become large, 
effective full-text intranet search services are needed more than ever before. To provide an effec-
tive full-text search service based on current information retrieval algorithms, organisations have 
to deal with the need for greater computational power. Hardware architectures that can scale 
to large data collections and can be obtained and maintained at a reasonable cost are needed. 
Web search engines address scalability and cost-effectiveness by using large-scale centralised clus-
ter architectures. The scalability of cluster architectures is evident in the ability of Web search 
engines to respond to millions of queries within a few seconds while searching very large data 
collections. Though more cost-effective than high-end supercomputers, cluster architectures still 
have relatively high acquisition and maintenance costs. Where information retrieval is not the 
core business of an organisation, a cluster-based approach may not be economically viable. 
A hybrid scavenger grid is proposed as an alternative architecture - it consists of a combi-
nation of dedicated and dynamic resources in the form of idle desktop workstations. From the 
dedicated resources, the architecture gets predictability and reliability whereas from the dynamic 
resources it gets scalability. An experimental search engine was deployed on a hybrid scavenger 
grid and evaluated. Test results showed that the resources of the grid can be organised to deliver 
the best performance by using the optimal number of machines and scheduling the optimal combi-
nation of tasks that the machines perform. A system-efficiency and cost-effectiveness comparison 
of a grid and a multi-core machine showed that for workloads of modest to large sizes, the grid 
architecture delivers better throughput per unit cost than the multi-core, at a system efficiency 
that is comparable to that of the multi-core. 
The study has shown that a hybrid scavenger grid is a feasible search engine architecture that 
is cost-effective and scales to medium- to large-scale data collections. 
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CHAPTER 
1 
Introduction 
I NFORMATION overload has been a concern for a long time. In 1975, it was estimated that about 50 million books had been published [41]. A study conducted in 2000 [57] estimated that the world produces between 1 and 2 exabytes l of unique information per year. These 
statistics might be estimates but they serve to underscore an existing problem - information is 
increasing in quantity faster than it can be managed. 
Today the problem persists, with data being produced at faster rates to fill space made available 
by the constantly expanding and ever cheaper storage. More and more users are becoming active 
on the Web, not only consuming but also producing information. As of December 2007, the blog 
search engine Technorati [86] was tracking more than 112 million blogs. These blogs belong to 
individuals or groups who regularly publish content on the Web through blog posts. In addition, 
medical records of entire nations are being digitised. The British national health service is in 
the process of implementing one such effort [67]. The United States has called for large scale 
adoption of electronic medical records with the goal of covering all of its citizens by 2014 [17]. 
Furthermore, scholarly publications are made available electronically as academic and research 
institutions adopt open access institutional repositories, using tools such as EPrints [24], in order 
to maximise their research impact. All these contribute to information explosion. A large part of 
this information is part of the Web. The challenge is to preserve while providing easy and fast 
access to this information. 
In recent years, Web search engines like Yahoo! and Google have enabled users on the Web to 
efficiently search for documents of interest. Results are returned in a few seconds, with poten-
tially relevant documents ranked ahead of irrelevant ones. These technology companies compete 
with one another to provide high quality search services requiring complex algorithms and vast 
1 An exabyte is a billion gigabytes or 1018 bytes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
computer resources, at no direct financial cost to the user. 
The situation is different within organisational intranets where search services are inefficient if 
they are present at all [65] . Many times the sentiment is "why not just use Google?". Firstly, not 
all data within intranets is publicly available and thus cannot be reached by Web search engine 
spiders that download data for indexing. Some data - for example, design documents, confi-
dential company documents and patient records - is private and cannot be entrusted to external 
parties for indexing. Secondly, users within intranets look for specific information, for example a 
definition of a term, or a person who has certain duties. In such cases results from a generic Web 
search engine may not be adequate. 
Much effort has been made in both industry and academia to address intranet search requirements. 
Commercial software systems dedicated to intra net search have been developed - examples in-
clude: FAST Enterprise Search [27], Autonomy [6], OmniFind [68] and Microsoft Sharepoint 
[62]. The focus of these software tools is not on the hardware required to power the search sys-
tem. It is up to the organisation to determine the hardware infrastructure with the storage and 
computational power to deliver the desired performance. The Google Search Appliance [40] is 
a hardware device that provides intranet search and is able to handle up to millions of pages. 
However, this device has initial acquisition costs and it is a black-box solution with no option to 
tune it for the specific needs of the organisation. 
Many large-scale Web service providers - such as Amazon, AOL, Google, Hotmail, and Yahoo! -
use large data centres, consisting of thousands of commodity computers to deal with their com-
putational needs. The Google search engine architecture combines more than 15,000 commodity-
class PCs with fault-tolerant software [9]. The key advantage of this architectural approach is 
its ability to scale to large data collections and millions of user requests. This is evident in Web 
search engines which respond to millions of queries per day. Clusters of commodity computers are 
known for their better cost/performance ratio in comparison to high-end supercomputers. How-
ever, there is still a high cost involved in operating large data centres. Such data centres require 
investment in a large number of dedicated commodity PCs. In addition, they need adequate floor 
space, cooling and electrical supplies. IDC2 reported that in 2007 businesses spent approximately 
$1.3 billion to cool and power spinning disk drives in corporate data centres and this spending is 
forecasted to reach $2 billion in 2009 [19]. 
If information retrieval is not the core business of the organisation, it may be difficult to justify 
expenditure on a data centre. In addition, if an organisation does not need the computers for 
other tasks, they may not be highly utilised at all times. Furthermore, it is not clear how much 
more data centres can be scaled up at a reasonable cost if both data and workload continue to 
2International Data Corporation (IDC) is a market research and analysis firm specialising in information technology, 
telecommunications and consumer technology. http://www.idc.com. 
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1.1 What is a Hybrid Scavenger Grid? 1 INTRODUCTION 
grow in the coming years. Baeza-Yates et al.[8] estimate that, given the current amount of Web 
data and the rate at which the Web is growing, Web search engines will need 1 million computers 
in 2010. It is therefore important to consider other approaches that can cope with current and 
future growth in data collections and be able to do so in a cost-effective manner. 
This thesis proposes an alternative architecture - a hybrid scavenger grid consisting of both 
dedicated servers and dynamic resources in the form of idle workstations to handle medium- to 
large-scale 3 search engine workloads. The dedicated resources are expected to have reliable and 
predictable behaviour. The dynamic resources are used opportunistically without any guarantees 
of availability. These dynamic resources are a result of unused capacity of computers, networks 
and storage within intranets. Employing these two types of resources to form a hybrid architecture 
has a number of advantages not available with centralised data centres. A hybrid architecture 
provides cost-effective scalability and high utilisation of the dedicated servers. 
The main objective of this research is to investigate a way to deliver scalable search services by 
means of a hybrid scavenger grid consisting of dedicated and dynamic resources. The investigation 
covers choice of job scheduling and distributed storage management middleware, system perfor-
mance analysis, and a cost/performance analysis of centralised versus distributed architectures. 
Experimental results highlight the benefits of augmenting dedicated resources with opportunistic 
idle desktop workstations in delivering scalable search services. 
1.1 WHAT IS A HYBRID SCAVENGER GRID? 
A "scavenger" or "cycle-scavenger" grid is a distributed computing environment made up of under-
utilised computing resources in the form of desktop workstations, and in some cases even servers, 
that are present in most organisations. Cycle-scavenging provides a framework for exploiting these 
under-utilised resources, and in so doing providing the possibility of substantially increasing the 
efficiency of resource usage within an organisation. Global computing projects such as 
FightAIDS@Home [28] and SETI@Home [81] have already shown the potential of cycle-scavenging. 
The idea of a hybrid scavenger grid is an extension of cycle-scavenging- it adds the notion of ded-
icated and dynamic resources. 
Dedicated computing resources are guaranteed to be available for search engine processing. These 
can be in the form of clusters, multi-processors or single CPU machines. Dynamic resources in the 
form of idle resources are used by the system on-demand as they become available and as required 
by the system's computational needs. Availability of dynamic resources depends on work patterns 
of the people within an organisation, thus dynamic resources are not reliable. Therefore, dedicated 
3Medium- to large-scale refers to data ranging from hundreds of gigabytes to petabytes of data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 What is a Hybrid Scavenger Grid? 
nodes are needed to provide search services that are reliable and have a predictable uptime. If 
dynamic nodes are exclusively used, for example, if a query is routed to a desktop machine (a 
dynamic resource) and the machine is reclaimed by the owner half-way through searching, it may 
mean delayed responses. During busy times of the day when dynamic nodes are not available for 
search engine operations, dedicated nodes can be used exclusively. Due to the limited number of 
dedicated nodes, they cannot provide the scalability required to deal with large data collections. 
Thus the dedicated nodes should be augmented with the large number of dynamic nodes that 
become available during non-working hours. From the dedicated nodes, the architecture gets 
reliability; from the dynamic nodes it gets scalability. 
1.1.1 Resource Availability 
The hybrid scavenger grid assumes that dynamic resources are readily available within organisa-
tions. The question to ask is whether organisations have enough desktop machines idle for long 
enough to handle information retrieval operations. The size of the organisation determines how 
much data it produces - typically the larger the organisation, the more data it produces. An or-
ganisation's growth usually includes an increase in the number of people and hence the number of 
desktop workstations. Typically; within organisations, desktop machines are busy during working 
hours. At night and on weekends, machines are generally left doing little to no work. Thus, work 
patterns within an organisation can be established to determine suitable times for scheduling jobs 
related to information retrieval such as text indexing. 
1.1.2 Applicability to Resource Constrained Environments 
In developing countries there are unique resource limitations such as limited computer resources 
and no high-speed interconnects. Organisations in the developing world have low IT budgets. 
Consequently; many organisations in Africa, including universities, have limited computer hard-
ware resources. A survey on African higher education conducted by Harvard University in 2007 
revealed that most students hoped that international donors could provide computers to their uni-
versities [44]. Students often have to share computers in under-equipped laboratories or libraries. 
A 2006 study on computer access in 13 federal universities in Nigeria found that on average a uni-
versity had about 13 computers in its library. In one case a university with 30,000 undergraduates 
had 19 computers in its library [25]. 
Due to resource limitations in organisations in the developing world, maximum resource utilisa-
tion is a key concern. The hybrid scavenger grid ultimately supports utilising resources already at 
an organisation's disposal. Thus it has the potential to empower organisations in the developing 
world to provide their own search services with limited but well-utilised computing resources. 
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1.2 Aims 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.2 AIMS 
The main research question of this thesis is whether it is beneficial to use a combination of ded-
icated and dynamic resources for the search engine operations of indexing and searching. Once 
a benefit is established, the next question is how these two types of resources can be organised 
in a way that delivers the best improvement in performance. Because of the distributed nature of 
the computing resources being used, the system should deal with distributed information retrieval 
issues including load balancing, query routing and result merging. In dealing with these issues the 
system is likely to incur additional overhead that can impact system performance. It is therefore 
important to ensure that such overheads do not affect overall search performance. The search 
engine should be able to respond to queries within a few seconds, preferably less, similar to what 
users of Web search engines are accustomed to. 
More specifically, this research aims to answer the following questions: 
1. Is it beneficial to use a hybrid scavenger grid architecture for indexing and searching? 
(a) Can indexing time be reduced? 
(b) Are sub-second query responses possible with this architecture? 
2. How can such an architecture be organised in a way that delivers the best performance? 
3. Is such an architecture cost-effective in comparison to alternatives? 
4. Can such an architecture scale to large collections of data? 
5 
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1 INTRODUCTION 1.3 Methodology 
1.3 METHODOLOGY 
This research involved developing an experimental search engine. The focus of this work is not on 
developing new information retrieval algorithms but rather on a different hardware architecture. 
Therefore, the developed prototype uses the Lucene [56] open source search engine as the under-
lying information retrieval engine. In addition, it uses the Condor job scheduler [20, 55] for job 
submission and tracking. For distributed data management, the system employs the Storage Re-
source Broker (SRB) [10, 73] data grid middleware which provides a layer of abstraction over data 
stored in various distributed storage resources, allowing uniform access to distributed data. The 
most recent generation of data grid middleware known as i Rule Oriented Data Systems (iRODS) 
was released when this project was already underway, hence iRODS was not used. 
The glue that enables the three tools - Lucene, Condor and SRB - to work together, as well as 
additional system components, was implemented in the Java programming language in a Linux 
environment. The developed system has the ability to construct an index of a data collection by 
partitioning the data into manageable work chunks that can be reallocated in case of machine 
failure. The search engine also has the ability to update an existing index - taking into account 
additions, deletions and modifications of documents. In a distributed search engine, there are 
multiple query servers, each holding a partial index. For each query, each server retrieves a partial 
list of ranked documents based on their scores. These partial results are merged to create a 
single result set which is returned to the user. However, the scores from the query servers are not 
comparable because each server computes similarity scores between documents and queries using 
local collection statistics which may vary across collections. The search engine addresses the issue 
of incomparable scores by re-ranking the results. The search functionality was exposed as a Web 
service. 
Tests were carried out to evaluate the system. The tests performed were grouped into five main 
categories. The first set of tests involved evaluating the overheard introduced by the presence 
of SRB grid middleware. The aim was to determine SRB data ingest rates as well as download 
rates and subsequently establish the impact of these rates on performance. The second set of 
tests involved testing indexing performance with the aim of determining how the dedicated and 
dynamic resources can be best organised to deliver improved indexing performance. The third 
set of tests evaluated index maintenance performance to determine the speed of updating the 
index. The fourth set of tests evaluated query performance with the aim of determining query 
throughput. The final set of tests was a comparison between two types of hardware architectures 
(Grid architecture vs. Multi-core) to determine which architecture achieves better job throughput 
per unit cost for a given workload. 
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1.4 Thesis organisation 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.4 THESIS ORGANISATION 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of concepts of information retrieval and grid computing. A dis-
cussion on index construction and updating strategies is presented and an overview of related 
work in the area of intranet search and grid-based information retrieval is provided. Chapter 3 
is an in-depth coverage of the grid middleware used in the prototype developed. The chapter 
explains the configuration and setup of the grid middleware as used in the experimental system. 
Chapter 4 discusses the design and implementation of the hybrid scavenger grid-based search 
engine. Chapter 5 details the experiments carried out to evaluate the developed search engine. 
Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks; it also puts forward some limitations of the architecture 
and possible future work directions. 
7 
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CHAPTER 
2 
Background and Related Work 
The ability to search over a text collection is highly desirable in the face of information overload. 
The main goal of information retrieval is to provide search over text collections. Consequently; 
information retrieval systems are an integral part of the majority of today's computer systems, 
with Web search engines being the most visible application of information retrieval. In addition to 
Web-based information retrieval, a wide range of non-Web-based systems with varying capabilities 
exist. These include enterprise search engines, for example FAST Enterprise Search [27] and 
OmniFind [68]; filesystem search tools, for example locate and find tools in UNIX and desktop 
search in both Microsoft Windows and Apple's Mac OS X; and search capabilities embedded within 
email clients. 
In developing a full-text search system, special data structures are required in order to ensure 
efficiency. An overview of the process of constructing an index in the form of an inverted index -
the de facto standard data structure for keyword-based search operations, is given in section 2.l. 
Limitations in processor speeds and the costly nature of supercomputers, prompted the use of dis-
tributed computing for large scale information retrieval. Cluster and grid distributed computing 
paradigms have been studied and used as underlying architectures for information retrieval sys-
tems. A compute cluster is a type of distributed processing system which consists of stand-alone 
computers interconnected via a high speed network and working together as a single computing 
resource. Clusters usually contain a single type of processor and operating system, whereas grids 
can contain machines from different vendors running various operating systems. This thesis fo-
cuses on the grid computing paradigm. An overview of grid computing is given in section 2.2. A 
discussion of work already done in grid-based information retrieval is in section 2.3. 
The chapter first presents an overview of relevant concepts in information retrieval and grid com-
puting before discussing related work. 
9 
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 2.1 Information Retrieval 
2.1 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
2.1.1 The Retrieval Process 
An information retrieval system has two central components [2]: A document collection and an 
information need. A document collection (also referred to as a corpus) is a group of documents 
over which retrieval is performed. A document in this context refers to the basic unit over which 
the retrieval system is built; for example, it can be a Web page or a book chapter or a plain text 
file. An information need (also referred to as a query) is a topic which the user wants to know 
more about. Given these two components, the basis of an information retrieval system is to find 
documents with terms that match the terms in the query. Following this approach, an information 
retrieval system needs to be able to represent both documents and queries in a way that allows 
their fast comparison. 
The retrieval system, as shown in Figure 2.1 adapted from [2], parses and transforms documents 
in the document collection into document representations which are structured descriptions of the 
information contained in the documents - a process known as indexing [58]. The end product 
of the indexing process is an index. The information retrieval system handles a user's query by 
comparing the terms in the query to those in the index. It then retrieves potentially relevant 
documents and ranks them such that documents near the top are the most likely to be what the 
user is looking for. A document is relevant if it addresses the information need, not necessarily 
because it contains all the words in the query. For example, a user types the term Java into a Web 
search engine, wanting to know more about Java the Indonesian island. The information retrieval 
system is likely to also return documents about the Java programming language, which do contain 
the word but do not address the information need. To handle this problem, some information 
retrieval systems include what is known as relevance feedback [37]. The idea of relevance feedback 
is to involve the user in the retrieval process in order to improve the final result set. The user gives 
feedback on the relevance of documents in an initial set of results. The system computes a better 
representation of the query based on the user feedback. Relevance feedback can be a burden to 
the user, thus, in practice, other forms of interactive retrieval, which require little to no effort 
from the user and are just as efficient, are preferred. For example Web search engines use query 
expansion [98] by suggesting related queries and the users choose one of query suggestions that 
is closer to their own information need. 
The discussion in this section is a high level overview of the retrieval process without the specifics 
of how the index is constructed and how documents are matched with queries. The next few 
sections provide these details. Before discussing the inner details of an index and what data 
structures have been proposed for this purpose, first a description of what type of retrieval model 
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2.1 Information Retrieval 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
occurrences. Looking at the vector space model in its basic form, one is inclined to ask if all terms 
in a document are equally important. Some terms have little or no discriminating power in deter-
mining relevance [58]. For example, a collection of government documents is likely to have the 
term government in almost every document, and thus in that context the term has little discrimi-
nating power. Moreover, in every language there are words that do not convey much meaning -
for the English language, these include the words the, is, are, it, they, for, etc. Therefore, terms are 
usually assigned weights during ranking. 
The TF.IDF [48] is the standard term weighting approach used by many information retrieval 
systems. TF.IDF multiplies two components - the Term Frequency (TF) and the Inverse Document 
Frequency (IDF) - to obtain a composite weight for each term. The TF of a term t in document 
d, is the number of occurrences of tin d. The IDF is defined as follows; 
id ft = log d~t (2.2) 
Where N is the total number of documents in the corpus and dft is the document frequency, which 
is the total number of documents containing term t. The idft of a rare term is higher than that of 
a common term. The composite term weight, TD.IDF [48] is defined as follows; 
tf· idft,d = tft,d x idft (2.3) 
Where ift,d is the term frequency for term t in document d. 
Thus the score of a document d is the sum, over all query terms, of the tf . idft,d weights for each 
query term appearing in d [48]. 
Score(q,d) = ,,£tf· idft,d 
tEq 
(2.4) 
Various schemes using the tf . idft,d term weighting function have been considered to normalise 
and scale the term weights to address issues that can bias the term weighting function. One such 
issue is the effect of document length: longer documents, as a result of containing more terms, 
will have higher ift,d values. 
The Lucene[56] term weighing scheme is as follows: 
5 ( d) " (tfq,t . id/t t/d,t' idft b ) overlap(q,d) core q, = '-- . . oostt . ----'----'--'-'--'-
t normq normd,t I q I 
(2.5) 
Where: 
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~~;~~ is the length normalised query weight. 
tfd,t . idft is the tf . idf from the document. 
normd,t is the term normalisation of t in d 
boostt is a user specified term boost. 
overli:l(q,d) is the proportion of the query matched. 
2.1 Information Retrieval 
The majority of information retrieval systems use ranked retrieval models. In addition, informa-
tion retrieval systems generally support free text queries as apposed to supporting well defined 
queries that follow a precise logical structure such as relational algebra or SQL. The next few 
sections discuss how to construct an index that supports ranked retrieval and free text queries. 
2.1.3 Index Construction 
Performance of search engines depends on the algorithms used but also, to a large degree, on the 
underlying hardware. Since the collection to be searched is stored on disk, hard disk read/write 
and random access rates affect searching performance. In comparison to disk capacity, disk se-
quential read/write and random access speeds have not increased dramatically in recent years 
[12]. Thus sequentially reading the entire contents of a disk can take several hours depending 
on the disk capacity. Because of hard disk performance limitations, a search infrastructure which 
requires an exhaustive scan of a hard disk in order to process a search query is not a feasible so-
lution. In order to realise efficient full-text search, a data structure needs to be built that contains 
information about all occurrences of search terms within the collection. The aim of building such 
a data structure is to reduce the amount of data read from disk and the number of random disk 
access operations performed while processing a query. 
Several data structures have been proposed to support full-text retrieval. The most common are 
inverted indices [43] and signature files [26]. Inverted indices are the most effective structure for 
supporting full-text retrieval [95]. 
Inverted Indices 
An inverted index [43] (also referred to as an inverted file or postings file) is a structure that maps 
each term t, in a given text collection, to a posting list that identifies the documents that contain 
that term. An appearance of t in a given document is recorded as a single posting in the posting 
list. Posting lists may be stored either in memory or on disk. For a large collection, all po stings 
cannot fit in the computer's main memory. Instead, the majority of all po stings data will typically 
be stored on disk. For efficiency at search time, each po stings list is stored contiguously; if the 
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2.1 Information Retrieval 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
list is fragmented, the overhead from disk seek times would lead to unacceptable query response 
times. In a typical implementation, a posting consists of a document identifier, number of times the 
term occurs in each document and the position of the term in the document. The set of terms that 
occur in the collection is known as the dictionary (also referred to as the vocabulary or lexicon). 
When a text collection is read from disk, it is easy to obtain all the terms that are contained in 
a particular document by sequentially reading that document. However, finding all documents 
that contain a certain term would require scanning all the documents to find if they contain the 
term in question. The aim of constructing an index is to change this ordering such that it will be 
straightforward to obtain the information about all the documents that a specific term occurs in. 
If a text collection is considered as a sequence of tuples of the form: 
(document, term) 
Then the job of the indexer is to reorder the tuples such that they are sorted by term instead of by 
document. 
(term, document) 
Figure 2.2 shows an example of converting tuples in this way. Once the tuples are in the latter 
form, constructing a full inverted index (see Figure 2.3), is a straightforward task. 
At a conceptual level, the process of creating an inverted index can be summarised as follows [58]: 
Parsing. The parse step identifies the structure within documents, extracting text in the process. 
This includes recognising fields such as title, date and the actual document body. 
Tokenising. The tokenise step scans documents for terms/tokens which can be words, numbers, 
special characters and hyphen-separated words, etc. The tokenise step also records posi-
tional informational regarding the individual occurrences of words. 
Language preprocessing. This includes several preprocessing aspects such as case-folding, stop-
word removal and stemming. Case-folding converts all terms to a one case, for example 
lower case. Stopword removal takes out all non-content-bearing words. These are words 
that do not convey much meaning such as it, the, etc. Stemming reduces words to their 
canonical forms. For example, the use of any of the words cooking, cooks, cooked and cook 
should return documents that contain any of these words. The most common algorithm for 
stemming English words, and one that is implemented by Lucene, is Porter's algorithm [71]. 
Creating posting lists. This step involves creating the actual inverted index, consisting of a dic-
tionary and posting lists. 
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Document Collection: 
documenl1 
Betty bought 
some batter 
but the batter 
was bitter 
documenl2 
She thought it 
will make bitte 
cake 
Collection token sequence: 
document 3 
She added 
some butter 
then the batter 
was better 
2.1 Information Retrieval 
(1, betty), (1, bought), (1, some), (1, batter), (1, but). (1, the), (1, batter). (1, was). (1. bitter). 
(2. she), (2. thought), (2. it). (2. will). (2. make), (2, bitter), (2, cake), (3. she). (3. added). 
(3, some), (3, butter). (3. then), (3. the), (3, batter), (3, was), (3, better). 
Index token sequence: 
(added. 1), (batter. 1). (batter. 1). (batter, 3), (better. 3) (betty. 1), (bitter, 1). (bitter, 2), (bought, 1). 
(but, 1), (butter, 3), (cake. 2). (it. 2). (make. 2), (she, 2), (she, 3), (some, 1), (some, 3). 
(the, 1). (the. 3). (then. 3). (thought. 2), (was. 1), (was, 3), (will, 2) 
FIG. 2.2: Example of the inverted index construction process. 
There are number of ways in which the last step, of creating posting lists, can be carried out. Two 
such strategies are discussed below. 
Sort-based Indexing 
Sort-based indexing [12, 58] creates posting lists by first assigning to each term in the vocabulary, 
a unique term identifier known as a termID. Similarly each document has a unique identifier 
known as a docID. Sort-based index construction orders the text collection from tuples of the form 
(document, term) into tuples of the form: 
(termID, dodD) 
An in-memory data structure is used to translate each term into the matching terrnID value. Sort-
based indexing parses documents into termID-docID pairs and accumulates the pairs in memory 
until all the memory allocated to the indexing process is occupied. When memory is full, the 
termID-dodD pairs are sorted by termID and all termID-docID pairs with the same termID are 
collected into a po stings list and written to disk as a sub-index of the collection. This is repeated 
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FIG. 2.3: The resulting inverted index. For clarity posting lists only show document identifiers. 
until all the documents in the collection have been processed. In the final step all partial indices 
are simultaneously merged into one large merged index. 
Sort-based indexing has several limitations, in particular its excessive disk space requirements. 
Such space requirements can be cut down by using compression techniques to reduce the amount 
of disk space consumed by the termID-docID pairs. Better merging mechanisms, for example the 
one proposed by Moffat and Bell [63], can be used to perform the final merging step using only 
a constant amount of temporary disk space, reducing space requirements even further. However 
one shortcoming seems unsolvable - in order to transform each incoming term into a termID, the 
complete vocabulary of the text collection has to be kept in memory. For a collection comprising 
many millions of different terms, this can easily exceed the amount of memory that the indexing 
process is allowed to use. 
Merge-based Indexing 
Merge-based indexing [12, 46, 58] avoids the large memory requirements of sort-based indexing 
by removing the need for a data structure that maps terms to termIDs. Merge-based index con-
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struction does not use globally unique term identifiers. Instead, each term is treated as its own 
identifier. This removes the need to maintain an in-memory data structure that translates each 
term into the matching termID value. 
Merge-based index construction orders the text collection from tuples of the form (document, term) 
into tuples of: 
(term, document) 
An in-memory index is built until memory allocated to the indexing process runs out. When 
this happens, the entire in-memory index, including the dictionary; is transferred to disk and all 
memory resources are released. A new dictionary is started for the next chunk of data. The 
process continues building in-memory indices of data chunks and writing them to disk until the 
entire collection is processed. In the final step all sub-indices are merged, resulting in the final 
index for the collection. As in the case of sort-based indexing, the merge method described by 
Moffat and Bell [63] can be used to eliminate temporary storage space requirements during the 
final merge step. 
Merge-based index construction can be used to build an index using a small amount of main mem-
ory because it does not need to maintain a global in-memory term-termID mapping data structure. 
Moreover, with merge-based index construction it is possible to compress incoming postings on-
the-fly, increasing memory efficiency and reducing the number of sub-indices created during the 
index construction process [12]. Heinz and Zobel [46] claim that their merge-based indexing 
algorithm is approximately 50% faster than a highly optimised sort-based indexing algorithm. 
Lucene index construction follows the merge-based index construction approach. 
Index Compression 
Index compression is a key to efficient evaluation of text queries [95]. Integer compression can 
be used to reduce query evaluation costs by orders of magnitude for indices stored both on disk 
and in memory. Integer compression uses a variety of techniques to reduce the magnitude of the 
numbers stored in postings lists. For example, for each term t in the search engine's vocabulary; 
an integer field t : lastPosting is maintained, containing the value of the last posting for the term t. 
Whenever a new posting p has to be added to t's posting list, it is not stored in its raw form, but as 
a delta value: t,. (p) = p - t : lastPosting. The technique of storing delta values is known as taking 
d-gaps. The delta value can be stored using one of the integer coding schemes. Golomb-coding 
of d-gaps yields optimal bitwise codes [95]. Alternatively, byte-oriented codes allow much faster 
decompression [79]. Compression allows more information to be stored in main memory. If the 
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inverted lists for common terms are cached, responding to queries containing such words reduces 
to memory lookups, resulting in improved search efficiency. 
2.1.4 Index Maintenance 
The document collection over which retrieval is provided is either static or dynamic. Static collec-
tions such as the Bible or Shakespeare, rarely or never change. With such collections, the index 
remains the same and it never needs to be updated. However, most data collections frequently 
change with documents being added, deleted and updated. This means that new posting lists need 
to be created for new terms and existing posting lists need to be updated. A simple way of achiev-
ing dynamic indexing is to periodically reconstruct the index from scratch. However, this solution 
is only suitable if the number of changes over a period of time is small and a delay in making new 
documents searchable is acceptable. In order to avoid the complexity of dynamic indexing, some 
large search engines adopt the reconstruction-from-scratch strategy [58]. At the end of an index 
reconstruction, query processing is switched from the new index and the old index is deleted. The 
alternative is to ensure that an existing index structure is synchronised with the changing contents 
of a text collection by updating the index as changes in the document collection occur. 
Index update algorithms follow one general approach - buffering a number of postings in mem-
ory and eventually adding them to the existing index in one large physical operation. The strate-
gies that specify the exact details of how the in-memory po stings are merged with the existing 
index can be classified into two main categories: in-place and merge-based [46, 12]. 
In-place Index Update 
An in-place index update [46, 12] strategy stores each posting list in a contiguous region of the 
disk and leaves some free space at the end of each list. Whenever postings stored in memory 
need to be combined with the existing on-disk inverted index, they are appended to the end of 
the corresponding list. The entire list is relocated to a new place only if there is not enough space 
left for the new postings. The main limitation of in-place index maintenance is the large number 
of disk seeks associated with list relocations. Tomasic et al. [92] discuss list allocation policies 
that determine how much space at the end of an on-disk posting list should be reserved for future 
updates and under what circumstances a list should be relocated. Shieh and Chung [82] follow a 
statistical approach to predict the future growth of a posting list based on behaviour observed in 
the past. 
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Merge-based Index Update 
In contrast to the in-place update strategy, the merge-based update strategy [46, 12] avoids costly 
disk seeks. When memory allocated to index po stings runs out, the in-memory index data is 
combined with the existing on-disk index in a sequential manner, resulting in a new on-disk index 
that supersedes the old one. Disk seeks are slower than sequential disk access. Therefore, because 
all disk operations of the merge-based approach are performed sequentially this is an advantage 
compared to the disk seeks involved in the in-place update strategy. 
Lucene employs the merge-based update strategy. Details of the merge-based index update variant 
used by Lucene are given in chapter 4. 
The index construction methods, the index maintenance methods and the retrieval models dis-
cussed so far are applicable to a generic information retrieval system. However, domain specific 
requirements may need to be taken into account for an information retrieval system to be more 
effective. The next section is a brief discussion of information retrieval for the Web. 
2.1.5 Web Information Retrieval 
Web information retrieval has unique challenges and opportunities that are not part of other in-
formation retrieval systems. This is due to the unique properties of the Web - its scale, structure, 
and diversity of backgrounds and motives of its participants [58]. These contribute to making 
Web search different from searching other collections. Figure 2.4 shows the basic architecture of 
a typical Web search engine. 
Due to the distributed nature of data on the Web, a program called a crawler (also known as a 
spider) is required to download data from the Web [4]. A crawler typically starts from a set of seed 
pages, locates new pages by parsing the downloaded pages and extracts the hyperlinks within. The 
extracted hyper links are placed on a queue for further retrieval. Some crawlers use many crawler 
threads that execute concurrently in order to overlap network operations with CPU processing, 
thus increasing the throughput - these are called parallel crawlers. The crawler continuously 
downloads pages from individual servers until local resources, such as storage, are exhausted [4] 
or the fetch queue gets empty or a satisfactory number of pages are downloaded [1]. The crawler 
downloads data to the local store which is a snapshot of some part of the Web. The crawler 
must obtain fresh copies of previously fetched pages to ensure that each indexed pages is a true 
representation of the Web content. The page revisit policy of a crawler is an important factor in 
determining the freshness of the indices. 
There are two common types of crawlers in literature, batch and incremental crawlers [76, 18]. 
A batch crawler erases all pages downloaded before and starts from scratch in every indexing 
cycle. An incremental crawler never erases its local store. It begins where it left off when the last 
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FIG. 2.4: Typi('a l architc(,ture of a Web ""arch en~i"" 
indexing phasc stopped f761_ 
The analy'i., 01 hyperlinh and [he graph st,uetu,~ of [he web is one of the facmrs comid~r~d 
in ranking d(~-ument' of a Wcb ""arch en~ine Such link analy,is facilitate, the computation 
of a quel)" independ~n[ 'nore for We i, dow men" Th e q\Jery indcpendcn[ sCMe rerresen" thc 
gt'neral imponam'e of e,,,-h document, Two p"pula, link analysis algorithm., ore the HITS fe,OI 
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group. of people - global wmputing, Interne, computing and Peer _w _ Pee' (P2P) ('Ompu ti n~ f 131 
a'e all used to refe' [0 Wid <'omplJt ing, 
The goal of Wid eompu[ing is of [en descri lJCd u,ing [he electric pow~r grid as an analogy, where 
elec tricity u,e" get eonsi'tcn[, IX'rva,ivc. dcpendable and transparcm access to dccuidty "ithom 
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FIG, 2.5: A concepnw] ,iew of the pid. 
knowing "IXl'" how iL was ~~m'rakd r131. In [h~ liglH of Ihis analogy, grid compU[in~ has the 
vi:sion of enabling perv"'ive computing wl"'r~ "'~r' g"in a('c~" to ('ompming r~source, including 
computers, stora~", 'ystem" d"," 'OHrces and ,!",ci"li,ed dc'vices, wirhout knowing where those 
resource< are physically located, figure 2,5 depi= me concept of grid computing, 
Compumtional pid, were initi"ily mocivated Il)-' i:lrt"'-sc"le, compurational ,md d"w int~nsi .... ><:i-
emilic applic"tions th"t require more r~SOll""'S than" 'ingk> ('ompU[~r ('ould provid~ in a singl~ 
administrative domain. Grid, ar~ de .... loped to "ilow ",~rs lo ,olv~ larg~r -",'ale problems b)-, pool-
ing resource, lOgetkr. The grid infnlStm('tHre c:m ~n~iit many "PpJ iC,l(ions, incl'KI ing coil" bora-
ti,.., engineering, data exploration, di:stributed supercomputing and ,ervice-otiented compming, 
Grid computing is rel,,,~d to di"tri),u[ ~d compU[ ing and LO p,,,allel pro<:essing. A.I wi[ h d i,LTil'ULed 
computing, g.-id' enable physically sepawted computer, to work together on w,ks. As with par-
allel proce"ing, there ,asks may be ,hared in ,uch a way tha( each computing element can count 
on particular resource, being available ro it, Grid computing extend, these ID<X1~ls by adding 
end ow_end ,",cmity. an interopcmbility mooel and a """dards body [66]. 
2.2. J Grid Architecture 
l1w gr id a,,:hi l""iur~ depic led in F i~ure 2.h 1, mul,ilayered in naiure_ where each layer has a 
'l",-'cific funcLion [31, hI, Wi], 
'Ihe fabric' lay, .. pro,ides [he "cn",1 grid resoHr('es, ,uch '" computers, 'lOwge sy'tems or ,~n,ors 
til"t "re conne<:t~d to tI", network to which ,haTed ",-,Ce" i, med ial ~d I,y gr id pro[O""is. 
The rnrLrLWivily lay" functionality provide, communicmion and amhemicmion protocols required 
for ~rid-spcdfk Iran,actions. Communication prmocols allow for [he excha%", of d,na bcrween 
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I Application I 
-
Co llective 
Resource I 
Connectlvi:y 
fi G. 2,6: The Grid layered architec"(ure, 
,-.bric layer resou rce, ond i,;clude ,romr'Or1. rou ting, and noming pro, {)Cols .ouch a, TCP. UDP ond 
D:JS. Authentication protocols prmide ,",cure mechanisms for ,-erifring the identity of mers ami 
reSUHrees, and mmt rely on existing standards such as X.509, TLS and SSL 
The r",V1lrCf ["yer, also referred to as the middleware layer, defines protocols, APIs, and SDKs for 
s..curc negotiation, initiation, monitoring, mntroL accounting, and paymcnt of sharing operations 
on individual resource,. 
The wlleetiw laY"I' dcfines prmomls, APls and SDKs rnat allow intcraction across collections of 
resourccs, Thi, level prO\idcs serviccs that include dircctory serviccs lo diseover re,ourcc,. 
IIr the top of the S(ack is the applicati,," layer which include8 applications u8ually develo l}ed usi[\g 
Grid-enabled la [\guage, ond ul ili tie8, oS well a, Ilnrlols and deveio l}mem wol,it8 to 8Upr'Ort the 
. pl}licatioTl<_ Th is i" the loyer that grid lJi;e fS int eract with 
Grid, can be roughly classi fi ed i[\to tWO categories --- Rlobol compul inR Rrids a[\d in8titution . l 
grids - each of which is dl<;cu~<;ed below. 
2.2.2 Global Computing Grids 
Global compuling systems rypically harvesl the computing l}Ower provided by i[\dividual com-
puters, using other",i"" unu,<;ed ba [\dwidth ond com l}U1ing cycles in order to non very large and 
dis" ibuted ar,plic.tions r311. Example 8ystems include Figh,AlDSWHome 1281 and SETI@llome 
[811. FighLAlDS(a;-Home uses idle com l}Uter m,chine8 to work 0[\ disco-.-eri[\g new anti-A IDS 
drugs, SEll@Homeonolys", radio tele<;c"p., do,a from the Areril>o 'odio obser"t("y for 'ignals 
lhat might indicate ex"o,errestrial intelligence. 
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2.2 Grid Cvmpu(ing 
°'4""'.['" '" ____ , 
-Pe!>rt..."t B 
-
sf:!!l !!l 
-
F"" 2.7: Virtu"j Orga";'"l;o''' enablc organi'ations Or department, to shaLe re,ource, 
2.2.3 Institutional Grids 
In,li lut ion ,,) grid< arC ba,ed on [he jdea of ,jnual organisations eVa) [34, 33]. A va i, a d}1lamic 
collec lion or reSOUrCeS and users unified by a common goal and potentially 'panning multiple 
"clmini'trati,," or org,m;", I ion,,] dam";,,,_ Ilc po l1 d ing Oil conlcxl VO, can be ,mali or lorge. 'hort-
lived or I()n~-I;ved, , jng le_in";'" tion al or multi-i .. " i [utio""I, ond hcxnogcncOIJ' Or heterogeneou" 
I'i~urc 2.7 depicts the notion of" va. 
Institutional grid, [lre implem"~t"d ,.," a lllllilipllrp'>S<e sl"nd"rd,.I""ed ser;;l'e inf""In."'''''~ 
TIlCrc arc standardi,atio~ ~ffort, i~ th~ in'titut ion,, 1 grid n,mm\mity wi,h ,h~ "im or ~n"I )li ng 
imeropembililY amon g different i~'titlllion ,,1 grid deplo}'m~nt' . One ,,'ch dfort to; 'he Of"'n Grid 
~ervices Architecture (OGSA) 135 I. OGSA ddine, " ,t"nd"cd servi('~- orient~d insrj,,,tjon,, I grid 
rromework by merging Web senice, wi(h grids. The goal of OGSA is to ,mnd" rdis e .<11 'h~ ,ec-
"icc, in '" institutional grid, such ", VO user management, , eem it}' resource man"g~"",nt, job 
manogcmeni "nd doto , ervices. The implc mcnmtion oi these services provid~, a "iw"li,ation of 
" ~c;d" T~",u,,'e, .mJ form a n inslituliol1al grid middlcwore. 110we,,,, .. , global compming 'ys-
t~m, U'e 'peci"I;'""d protocols lO provide functionolilY specific [0 [he sys[em. Thus there is no 
intero f"'''' 1 ~lity "mong ,'UrlCl1i glohal ('ompu ting rommuniti e8. 
2.2.4 Global Computing vs Institutional Grids 
Institution.<I grids .iTe m" de of ~slohli,hed rommunitics with 0 ecr",j" degrec 01 It'1lSt lor one 
a~ ot""r. These n, mmunil ic8 work iowarJ 0 commol1 gool 01 creating ond maintaining a grid 
inf "'8trUerU re , Within such commu nities O!lC cal1 be held accountable for inappropriate behaviour. 
In ""ntrH', glob"l compUling cl1lorce, anonymity and partidpams haye M common go,,1 and 
thU8 do nO{ oct cooperatively [31] f urthermore, =st of the reSOllrl'" in a ~Iob.il compllling 
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2.2 Grid Computing 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
environment are home computers. Global computing obtains computing power by running jobs 
on desktop workstations only when the keyboard and CPU are idle. If a job is running on a 
workstation when the user returns and hits a key, thats job may stop or get migrated to a different 
workstation depending on the scheduling policies of the global computing application in question. 
On the other hand, institutional grids typically involve more powerful, more diverse and better 
connected resources such as clusters, storage systems and databases that are administered in an 
organised manner. Such resources are used to deliver non-trivial qualities of service. Institutional 
grids usually involve thousands of computing resources - global computing communities have 
scaled to several million resources. 
Both global computing and institutional grids are usually built using grid middleware systems. 
Grid middleware is an important part in developing robust and useful grid environments. Grid 
middleware with increasing user bases include the Globus Toolkit [38, 32], the Storage Resource 
Broker (SRB) [10, 73] and Condor [20, 55]. The Globus Toolkit is the de facto standard for 
grid middleware and it is discussed in more detail in the next section. The Globus toolkit is 
not used in the system developed in this thesis - it is discussed here because it is the reference 
implementation that illustrates what a typical grid middleware system provides. 
2.2.5 The Globus Toolkit 
The Globus Toolkit (GT) [30, 38] is developed by the Globus project which is a research ef-
fort that seeks to develop open source software and its associated documentation for grids. The 
Globus Toolkit provides protocols and services for computational grids. It is made up of compo-
nents that implement core grid services such as security, resource location, resource management, 
data management, resource reservation, and communications. Such services enable grid applica-
tion developers to select services that meet their specific needs. The Globus Toolkit is a practical 
implementation of the standards defined by the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [35]. 
OGSA adopts and extends Web Services semantics, interface definition mechanisms and conven-
tions originally aimed at the development of distributed business applications using the Internet. 
Because the Globus Toolkit is built around standard protocols and services, it can be seamlessly 
integrated with existing networks. 
The Globus Toolkit is based on a layered architecture in which higher-level services can be de-
veloped using the lower level core services [32]. It emphasises hierarchical integration of grid 
components and their services. This feature encourages the usage of one or more lower level 
services in developing higher-level services. 
The services provided by the Globus Toolkit include resource-level functionality. For example, 
it has enquiry software which allows discovering structure and state information for common 
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resource types such as computers (e.g., OS version, hardware configuration), storage systems 
(e.g., available space) and networks (e.g., current and predicted future load) [34J. 
In terms of security, the Globus Toolkit includes a public-key based Grid Security Infrastructure 
(GSI) [32J protocol which can be used for authentication, communication protection and autho-
risation. GSI builds on and extends the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols to include single 
sign-on, delegation, and integration with local security solutions such as Kerberos. 
The Globus Toolkit also provides resource and status information which it provides via a Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)-based network directory called Metacomputing Directory Ser-
vices (MDS) [29J. MDS consists of two components: the Grid Index Information Service (GIIS) 
and the Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS). GRIS implements a uniform interface for query-
ing resource providers in a Grid for their current configuration, capabilities, and status. Higher-
level tools such as resource brokers can perform resource discovery by querying MDS using LDAP 
protocols. 
Moreover, the Globus Toolkit provides job scheduling components. However, it does not supply 
scheduling policies, relying instead on higher-level schedulers. It also incorporates an HTTP-based 
Grid Resource Access and Management (GRAM) [21J protocol used for allocation of computa-
tional resources and for monitoring and control of computation on those resources. The GridFTP 
[3J data management component of the Globus Toolkit extends the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
to include use of GSI security protocols, partial file access, and management of parallelism for 
high-speed transfers. 
With its many services, the Globus toolkit is undoubtedly a rich grid middleware toolkit, however 
it is not used in this thesis mainly because the grid used is based on a single organisation and 
thus it does not require most of the services provided by the toolkit. A local scheduler and cycle 
scavenging technology, such as Condor, and data grid middleware, such as SRB, were deemed 
adequate for the work of this thesis. 
2.3 RELATED WORK 
2.3.1 Intranet Search 
The search requirements of users within an intranet are different from those of Internet users. 
One major difference is that users within an intranet look for specific information, for example 
a definition of a term. This is in contrast to Web search which has broad base of users who in 
many cases are satisfied with an average result. Li et a1. [54J describe Information Desk, a system 
that uses a "search by type" approach which can be viewed as a simplified version of question 
answering. Search by type used in Information Desk is based on information extraction where 
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different information types are extracted from documents. Information types include employee's 
personal information, homepages of groups and topics and also term definitions. With such a 
system, users are able to get responses to questions such as "who is", "what is", etc. 
A number of commercial systems dedicated to intranet search have been developed. FAST [27], 
Autonomy [6], OmniFind [68] and other traditional enterprise search engines are software toolk-
its. They can be installed and customised for the target intranet, however, these toolkits do not 
mention the hardware infrastructure required to handle large scale intranet search. It is up to the 
organisation to figure out the hardware infrastructure with the storage and computational power 
to deliver the desired scalability. The Google Search Appliance and the Google Mini Search Ap-
pliance [40] are hardware devices that provide intranet search able to handle up to millions of 
pages. These devices have initial acquisition costs as opposed to using resources already at the 
organisations disposal in conjunction with a small number of dedicated resources. 
2.3.2 Grid-based Information Retrieval 
Grid-based search engines have not been explored as much as cluster-based search engines have. 
One major development in the area of grid-based search is the GridIR working group [66, 42], 
which is based on the work of the Open Grid Forum [69]. GridIR seeks to develop standards 
for information retrieval on computational grids. The GridIR working group proposed a generic 
architecture for a grid-based information retrieval system. This architecture is made up of three 
components: the Collection Managers (CMs) which access, store, transform and deliver data items 
from collections; Indexers that make up the core traditional information search system; and Query 
Processors (QPs) which can interact with multiple indexers, over time, to gather query responses, 
merge them and present them to users. Figure 2.8 depicts the generic architecture proposed by 
the GridIR working group. The GridIR standardisation process is a work in progress. The search 
engine developed in this thesis follows the general principles proposed by the GridIR working 
group. 
Hybrid Scavenger Grid Architectures 
Although there has been work done on information retrieval for cluster, grid or peer-to-peer archi-
tectures, there has been virtually no published work that proposes the use of a hybrid scavenger 
grid for information retrieval. However, a few works have investigated the use of hybrid scavenger 
grid architectures for other applications. A recent PhD dissertation [5] investigated the use of a 
combination of dedicated and public resources in service hosting platforms. The study did simula-
tions of workloads of a data stream processing application. The study observed that by designing 
appropriate resource management policies, the two combined types of resources can be utilised to 
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FIG. 2.8: The GridIR proposed architecture. 
increase the overall resource utilisation and throughput of the system. 
2.3 Related Work 
Kenyon et al. [49] performed mathematical analysis and argue that commercially valuable qual-
ity assured services can be generated from harvested public computing resources, if some small 
amount of dedicated computers can be augmented with them. Using mathematical models of har-
vested cycles, their work has measured the number of dedicated resources necessary to achieve a 
level of quality assurance. 
The peer-to-peer video streaming platform BitTorrent [72] relies on unused uplink bandwidth 
of end-user computers. Das et al. [22] have proposed the use of dedicated streaming servers 
along with BitTorrent, to provide streaming services with commercially valuable quality assurances 
while maintaining the scalability of the BitTorrent platform. With analytical models of BitTorrent 
and dedicated content servers they have demonstrated how guaranteed download time can be 
achieved through augmentation of these platforms. 
Other Grid Architectures 
Most of the previous work related to grid-based information retrieval undertook experiments in 
large scale institutional grids and their primary focus is on the resource sharing aspect of grid 
computing. Scholze et al. [45, 80] developed a grid-based search and categorisation tool, GRACE. 
GRACE was deployed on the European Data Grid, a large distributed network made of dedicated 
computer clusters. Furthermore, GRACE does not provide immediate results for the search queries 
- instead results are delivered over time via links sent by email. Cambazoglu et al. [1] describe 
the architecture of a Search Engine for South-East Europe (SE4SEE). They run their experiments 
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on a large network, SEE-GRlD. The SEE-GRlD infrastructure is a large network of computers 
located in different regions of South-East Europe. 
The DILIGENT project [23] aims to provide, among other services, searching and retrieval over 
grid-based digital library material. The goal of DILIGENT is to generalise the notion of resource 
sharing created by grid technologies in order to enable the on-demand creation of digital libraries. 
The focus of DILIGENT is on resource sharing. 
Sanderson and Larson [52, 78] discuss the low level details of Cheshire3, a framework for grid-
based digital library systems and information retrieval services that operates in both single-processor 
and distributed computing environments. The focus of Cheshire3 is to provide fast XML search 
services with identifiable objects and known APls to handle the retrieval functions needed in dis-
tributed digital libraries in a Grid environment. 
In their 2006 paper, Meij and de Rijke [60] describe GridLucene, an extension of Lucene [56] that 
runs on a grid. They investigated how open source retrieval engines can be deployed in a grid 
environment. They did so by extending Lucene with grid-specific classes. Their work is carried 
out in an institutional grid environment where they used the tools developed by the European 
Data Grid project for job submission and SRB [10, 73] as storage middleware. They report results 
of their preliminary experiments with document collections ranging from 1000 to 10000 XML 
documents, with an average document size of 50 KB. GridLucene was tested on very small scale 
collections consisting of a few gigabytes of data as compared to tens and hundreds of gigabytes 
used in the experiments of this thesis. 
2.3.3 Issues in Distributed Information Retrieval 
Parallel Indexing and Querying 
Distributed information retrieval results in an index that is partitioned across several machines. 
The index partitioning scheme in a distributed search environment should enable efficient query 
routing and resolution. Moreover, the index distribution should be balanced across the machines 
in order to ensure that the system can scale to high query workloads. There are three alternative 
implementations for distributing the index over a collection of query servers [91, 75, 58, 8]. One 
alternative is to distribute terms and their corresponding posting lists evenly across all servers 
- partitioning by terms (also known as global index organisation). The second alternative is to 
distribute documents evenly over all servers and an inverted index is built for each server -
partitioning by documents (also known as local index organisation). The last alternative is to use 
a hybrid index partitioning approach that combines term and document partitioning approaches 
in one of several possible ways. Although there has been work on hybrid partitioning approaches 
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[97J, document and term partitioning remain the most popular approaches in practice, possibly 
due to the complex nature of implementing hybrid approaches. 
If the chosen approach is partitioning by terms [91J, during querying a query is routed to the 
servers corresponding to its query terms. This allows greater concurrency since queries with dif-
ferent query terms would be handled by different sets of servers. However, multi-word queries 
require sending posting lists between servers in order to intersect the posting lists of the terms in 
the query, and the cost of this could outweigh the greater concurrency. Furthermore, it is a chal-
lenge to achieve a balanced load with term partitioning. Load balancing terms among the servers 
is not influenced by a priori analysis of term frequencies, but rather by the distribution of query 
terms and their co-occurrences. Achieving good partitions is a function of the co-occurrences of 
query terms and involves clustering of terms [58J. 
With partitioning by documents [91J, each query server is responsible for a disjoint subset of doc-
uments in the collection. Thus a search term is broad casted to all the query servers, each of which 
returns a disjoint list of relevant documents. Results from the servers are merged before presen-
tation. This type of organisation trades more local disk seeks for less inter-server communication. 
These disk seeks are performed in parallel and may potentially be faster than the disk access in 
term partitioning. 
The drawback with document partitioning is the difficulty of computing global statistics used in 
ranking across the entire document collection when the index at any server only contains a subset 
of the documents. Global statistics can be computed by distributed background processes that 
periodically refresh indices at each server with fresh global statistics. Document partitioning also 
requires determining how documents are partitioned among servers [58J. One approach would 
be to assign all pages from the same host to a single node. The other is to use a hash of each URL 
into the space of index servers. The problem with the former approach is that on many queries, 
a large number of results could come from a small number of hosts and hence a small number of 
index nodes. The latter approach results in a more uniform distribution of query-time computation 
across nodes [58J. 
Many large-scale Web search engines use the document partitioning approach. Furthermore, a 
number [16, 14, 64, 91J of research works have shown document partitioning to be superior 
when the distribution of terms is skewed, which is often the case in practice. This is because 
a skewed distribution of terms where some terms are more common than others results in the 
workload imbalance. The servers with common terms require more time to work on their part 
of retrieval and the slowest server determines the overall query response time. The experimental 
system in this thesis implements document partitioning. 
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Result Merging 
The problem of result merging arises from incomparable ranking scores returned by searches of 
different collections when using the document partitioning approach. The ranking scores are 
not comparable because each query server computes similarity scores between documents and 
queries using local collection statistics. Such local statistics are collection dependant and may vary 
widely across collections. To resolve this problem, various merging strategies can be used. One 
obvious solution is to use global statistics computed over all the sub-collections. This approach 
however is not efficient due to the high cost involved in computing global statistics. An approach 
suggested by Voorhees et a. [93] assumes that each collection contains approximately the same 
number of relevant items and that they are equally distributed within results lists taken from 
the collections. Using this assumption, the final result set can then be obtained in a round-robin 
manner. Evaluations of this approach show that it produces poor results [74]. 
A different approach normalises the document scores by assigning weighs to each collection. The 
underlying idea is to use weights in order to increase document scores from collections having 
scores greater than the average score, and to decrease those from any collections having scores 
less than the average score. The resulting weight for each collection is then used to modify the 
score attached to each document. Instead of using document scores directly, each document score 
is multiplied by the weight of the corresponding collection and the results are merged according 
to these new scores. Several variants of this solution differ in the way the weights are calculated. 
Callan et al. [15] consider each collection as a single document. Ranking the collections is similar 
to document ranking methods used in conventional information retrieval system. Computing 
the weights in this manner requires maintaining global statistics of the collections. Rasolofo et 
al. [74] describe a simpler strategy which only uses document scores and result lengths. The 
collection score is computed according to the proportion of documents retrieved (result length) 
by each query server. This score is based on the intuition that a collection would contain more 
relevant documents for a given query if its query server found more documents. Results reported 
by Rasolofo et al. [74] show that computing the score this way performances competitively with 
other methods. The search engine developed in this thesis employs this strategy to re-rank the 
results. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
Providing fast access to information through information retrieval systems is one of the ways 
of tackling information overload. Such information retrieval systems need to be based on cost-
effective and scalable architectures that can keep up with increase in both data and number of 
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users. 
Enterprise search solutions such as FAST and others are software toolkits and their focus is not on 
the hardware that powers the search but on the search algorithms. The Google Search Appliance 
and its variants are hardware devices that can scale to millions of pages, however, they require 
investing in one or more of the devices. 
Constructing an inverted index is a compute intensive job. For this reason, parallel computing 
architectures such as cluster and grid computing have been investigated as a way of achieving 
scalable index construction. Grid computing is an attractive alternative when compared to other 
parallel computing paradigms, as resources within a grid can be viewed as carrying little or no 
financial cost. Some previous works, such as GridLucene and GRACE, have used institutional 
grids in the form of large distributed networks of several computer clusters. Although such grids 
have the advantage that the availability of resources is more predictable than for the resources 
within a scavenger grid, these grids are not cost-effective as they require investing in the clusters 
that are the building blocks of such grids. Hybrid scavenger grid architectures have been proposed 
for other applications but their performance has not been investigated for information retrieval 
operations. 
The next chapter is a discussion of the grid middleware used in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 
3 
Condor and SRB Grid Middleware 
In order to construct a robust grid platform, it should be based on robust building blocks. Several 
grid middleware systems have been developed to enable building grid environments based on 
functional software which has been tested. The grid middleware chosen depends on the specific 
requirements of the grid in question. This thesis uses two grid middleware systems, one for 
workload management - Condor, and the other for storage management - the Storage Resource 
Broker (SRB). A description of how Condor works and how it was configured for the purpose of 
the grid used in this thesis, is provided in section 3.1. An overview of how SRB works and the 
specific configurations used in this thesis are presented in section 3.2. 
3.1 CONDOR 
3.1.1 Overview 
Condor [20, 55] is a high-throughput distributed workload management system for compute-
intensive jobs. The goal of a high-throughput computing environment [11] is to provide fault tol-
erant computational power over long periods of time by effectively utilising computing resources 
available to the network. Condor can be seen as a batch system because it provides services pro-
vided by traditional batch systems, including a job queuing mechanism, scheduling policy, priority 
scheme, resource monitoring and resource management [88, 85]. 
Condor works by placing user jobs on a queue and determining when and where to run them based 
upon a set of rules. It monitors job progress and informs the job submitters upon completion. 
Condor has mechanisms that enable it to harness wasted CPU power from otherwise idle desktop 
machines. This presents the ability to use resources whenever they are available, without requiring 
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one hundred percent availability. This is a feature that the experimental search engine developed 
in this thesis requires. Condor can run jobs on desktop workstations only when the keyboard and 
CPU are idle. If a job is running on a workstation when the user returns and hits a key, Condor can 
migrate the job to a different workstation and resume the job where it left off. The Condor system 
respects the computer owner's rights and only allocates their resources to the Condor pool 1 as 
indicated by usage conditions defined by resource owners [55]. 
Condor's remote call capabilities enables it to preserve the job's originating machine environment 
on the execution machine, even if the originating and execution machines do not share a common 
file system or a user ID scheme. Furthermore, Condor jobs are automatically check-pointed and 
migrated between workstations as needed to ensure eventual completion. 
Condor has a technique called flocking which allows multiple Condor pools to cooperate, en-
abling jobs to run in any of the pools with available resources. Flocking allows jobs to run across 
pools within the same domain. A domain refers to an administrative domain such as separate 
department or organisation. Condor also enables jobs to run across different domains by means of 
Condor-G which allows submission of jobs to Grid-enabled resources using Grid Resource Access 
and Management (GRAM) services from the Globus Toolkit. 
Each machine in the Condor pool runs a resource agent which periodically advertises its services 
to the collector. The collector also receives advertisements from customer agents about their 
requests for resources. The Condor matchmaker discovers resources via the collector and uses the 
information to determine compatible resource offers (machines) and requests Gobs). Compatible 
resource agents and customer agents are notified and if they are satisfied, the customer agents 
initiate the job in the resource. 
3.1.2 Condor Setup 
In the experimental search engine developed in this thesis, the role of Condor is to match jobs 
with available machines, which it does by using its ClassAd [88] mechanism. The ClassAd is a 
representation of characteristics and constraints of both machines and jobs. A Condor pool consists 
of a single machine which is the central manager and a number of other machines. The central 
manager performs matchmaking and collects information for the pool. In the grid used in this 
thesis, a single machine serves as the central manager and the dynamic and dedicated nodes are 
the machines of the pool which run jobs. 
There are a number of steps involved in preparing to run a job in a Condor pool: The first step 
is to prepare the job to run in batch mode such that it can run unattended; the second step is to 
select one of Condor's seven runtime environment; the third step is to write a submit description 
1 A complete Condor system consisting of jobs and machines is called a Condor pool. 
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file which contains information about the job and the last step is to submit the job to Condor. 
There are number of daemons [20] involved in a Condor system which are involved in tasks from 
job matching to running the actual job. Descriptions of each of the daemons are given below. 
condor_master is responsible for keeping all other daemons running on each machine in the 
pool. 
condor startd represents a machine in a Condor pool by advertising a machine ClassAd contain-
ing attributes about the machine's capabilities and policies. When a condor_startd is ready 
to execute a job it spawns the condor _starter. 
condor_starter spawns the remote job on a machine and it also prepares the execution environ-
ment and monitors the job once it is running. 
condor_schedd represents the jobs to the Condor pool and all machines that allow users to sub-
mit jobs need to run the condor _schedd daemon. 
condor_shadow runs on the machine where the job was submitted whenever the job is executing. 
It handles requests for file transfers, logs the job's progress and reports statistics when the 
job completes. 
condor_collector collects all the information about the status of the Condor pool. The rest of the 
daemons send ClassAd updates to the collector. These ClassAds contain information about 
the state of the daemons, the resources or the resource requests they represent. 
condor_negotiator performs all the matchmaking within the Condor pool. 
As shown in Figure 3.1, in the Condor setup used in this project the central manager can only 
submit jobs but it does not run jobs. Every other machine in the pool can submit and run jobs. 
To add a job to the Condor pool, the condor _submi t command line tool is used. It reads a job 
description file, creates a ClassAd, and gives that ClassAd to the condor _schedd. This triggers a 
negotiation cycle during which the condor _negot iator queries the condor _ collect or to discover 
available machines and jobs that need to be executed. The condor _negotiator then performs 
matchmaking to match jobs with machines. 
Once a match has been made, the condor _schedd claims the appropriate machine. When the 
condor _schedd starts a job, it spawns a condor _shadow process on the submit machine and the 
condor _startd spawns a condor _starter process on the corresponding execute machine. The 
shadow transfers any data files required to the starter, which spawns the user application. When 
the job is complete or aborted, the starter removes every process spawned by the user job and 
frees temporary disk space used by the job. 
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FIG. 3.1: Daemon layout as deployed in the grid used in this thesis. In this case the grid is busy 
and all the nodes are running jobs. 
3.2 THE STORAGE RESOURCE BROKER 
3.2.1 Overview 
The Storage Resource Broker (SRB) is client-server middleware that virtualises data space by 
providing a unified view to mUltiple heterogeneous storage resources over a network [73]. Data 
virtualisation allows distributed files to appear to be local and can be controlled, organised, and 
manipulated as if they were on the local disk. SRB is essentially software that is in-between users 
and resources and it provides a uniform API to heterogeneous storage resources in a distributed 
fashion. Figure 3.2 is an illustration of how SRB provides storage abstraction. 
As shown in Figure 3.2, SRB can provide access to data stored on heterogenous storage resources 
ranging from archival resources such as HPSS to file systems such as the Unix File System and 
Mac OSX File System to databases such as Oracle, DB2 and Sybase. SRB provides an abstraction 
layer over the actual storage devices. This abstraction allows data items which are stored in a 
single SRB collection to be stored on heterogeneous and geographically distant storage systems 
[10]. Furthermore, SRB provides capabilities to store replicas of data, for authenticating users, 
controlling access to documents and collections, and auditing accesses. 
The available interfaces include: a UNIX-like file I/O interface; a Java API called JARGON [83]; 
and a command line-based interface, called Scommands [73], that supports get and put opera-
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FIG. 3.2: SRB storage abstraction. 
tions of individual files, directories or entire collections. SRB also provides a metadata catalog 
(MCAT)[73] service, by which collections can be annotated, queried and retrieved, providing an 
abstract definition for resources. These annotations take the form of user-definable attribute-value 
pairs. They can be arbitrarily modified and queried, for example through JARGON [83]. The 
metadata stored on MCAT is used for searching at the semantic level and discovery of relevant 
data objects searching for attributes with which they are annotated. In this way MCAT provides 
location transparency by enabling access to data sets and resources based on their attributes rather 
than their names or physical locations. 
The design of an SRB server is composed of two separate servers, SRB Master and SRB Server [83]. 
The SRB Master is the main daemon listening continuously on a well-known port for connection 
requests from clients. Once a connection from a client is established and authenticated, it forks 
and execs a copy of the SRB Server, which is called an SRB agent, to service the connection. From 
that point onward, the client and the SRB agent communicate using a different port and the SRB 
Master goes back to listening for more connections. A client can use the same SRB agent to service 
multiple requests. 
SRB is a federated server system in that a group of SRB servers coordinating with each other to 
service client requests can be configured to form a federation. This enables location transparency 
which allows any SRB server to access data from any other SRB server. It also enables fault 
tolerance resulting from the ability to access data using global persistent identifiers - the system 
automatically redirects access to a replica on a different storage system when the first storage 
system is unavailable. 
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FIG. 3.3: SRB setup in the grid. 
3.2.2 SRB Setup 
An SRB setup is made up of three logic layers: the clients, the metadata catalog (MCAT) and 
the SRB servers. Clients query the MCAT to find distributed data objects, replicate, transfer or 
synchronise data, and many other functions. One of the SRB servers hosts the MCAT database -
this server is known as the MeAT -Enabled Server (MES). The rest of the servers are referred to 
as SRB agents or SRB servers. 
In order for the clients to interact with SRB, they need to connect to any of the SRB servers. 
Connections are required to the MES for MCAT queries and to SRB agents for data transfers. In 
the grid environment used in this thesis, the SRB agents are within a cluster which is behind a 
firewall. Any access to these nodes has to be made via the firewall, which is run by the Scheduler. 
SRB does not explicitly cater for firewalls. In this case, there are a number of possible options 
that can facilitate going around the firewall. One option is to have the firewall node host the 
MES, which is able to connect to both external and internal nodes (with reference to SRB agents 
within the cluster). The problem with this option is that it forces all communications through the 
MES and it requires disabling the parallel data transfer feature of SRB. An alternative option is 
to have the firewall host the MES while allowing parallel data transfers but force connections to 
be initiated by the SRB agents inside the firewall. The latter option was favoured as it does not 
compromise the fast data transfer feature provided by SRB. Figure 3.3 shows the SRB data grid 
setup on the dedicated nodes of the architecture. 
The clients outside the firewall are the dynamic nodes which request data transfer to and from SRB 
agents. The clients either use the Scommands or the JARGON Java API to interact with SRB. SRB 
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CHAPTER 
4 
Design and Implementation 
The basic question this thesis attempts to answer is whether it is beneficial to use a hybrid scav-
enger grid for search engine indexing and searching. With this question in mind, an experimental 
search engine was designed and implemented, and deployed on a hybrid scavenger grid. This 
chapter presents the design and implementation of the developed search engine. The discussion 
explains how the tools used integrate into the system as a whole and what new components were 
developed. 
4.1 SEARCH ENGINE ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of the experimental search engine has five main components (see Figure 4.1). The 
User Interface provides an access point through which queries enter the system. The Scheduler 
performs job allocation and uses Condor to distribute jobs to the dedicated and dynamic nodes 
which run the Worker Agents. Worker Agents refer to the software that executes on the nodes 
of the grid. Dedicated nodes provide persistent storage, which is uniformly accessed via SRB 
storage middleware. 
The Scheduler has the task of splitting the data collection into chunks and ingesting the chunks 
into SRB. The Scheduler also starts the Worker Agent software on the dedicated and dynamic 
nodes. It does this by first contacting Condor to get a list of the available nodes. The Scheduler 
then creates Condor jobs that instruct the nodes to run the Worker Agent software. Worker Agents 
request data to index. Upon receiving a request for a data chunk, the Scheduler allocates a new 
chunk to the requesting machine. The Scheduler specifies the data chunk allocated to the machine 
by indicating the location of the chunk on SRB. The Worker Agents run a Lucene indexer on the 
chunk and ingests the resulting sub-index on SRB. Once all the chunks are indexed, all the sub-
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FIG. 4.1: High level components of the experimental search engine architecture. These are: User 
Interface, Scheduler, Condor, Worker Agents and SRB. 
indices located on a single SRB server are merged into a single index. 
When a query is posed to the system via the User Interface, it is passed on to the Scheduler which 
routes the query to all the SRB storage servers that store indices. The SRB servers independently 
search their indices and return their results to the Scheduler. Finally, the Scheduler merges the 
results before returning them to the user. 
The details of the design of each of the main components are presented in later sections of this 
chapter. 
4.2 INTER-COMPONENT COMMUNICATION 
In order for the various components to communicate successfully, the experimental system uses 
defined communication protocols between the components. This makes it possible to evolve each 
of the components independently of one another. Some of the components communicate via Web 
services and others via plain sockets, as explained below. 
4.2.1 User Interface to Scheduler Communication 
The Scheduler software includes a query handling component which accepts user queries. This 
component is implemented as a Web service - it exposes a set of operations which can be invoked 
by clients. Clients can communicate with the server using XML messages that follow the SOAP 
communication protocol. A SOAP engine is used to interpret SOAP requests and to create SOAP 
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FIG. 4.2: The Query Handler part of the Scheduler is exposed as a Web service. The Scheduler 
passes queries on to the Worker Agents via socket connections. 
responses. This thesis uses the Apache Axis [90] SOAP engine and the execution environment for 
the Web service is provided by the Jakarta Tomcat [89] application server. 
Communication between the User Interface and the Scheduler begins when the User Interface 
invokes the query handling Web service. The User Interface passes the query as a string, to the 
query handling method exposed by the Web service (see Figure 4.2). The query handling method 
returns a list of results ordered in decreasing order of estimated relevance. 
4.2.2 Scheduler to Worker Agents Communication 
On arrival at the Scheduler, a query is sent to all the Worker Agents running on the dedicated 
nodes which hold partial indices. The Scheduler opens socket connections to all the Worker Agents 
and sends the query along with a unique query identifier (see Figure 4.2). The query identifier is 
attached to the partial results that are returned by the Worker Agents to the Scheduler for merging. 
For both indexing and querying, when the Scheduler starts the Worker Agents, the necessary files 
need to be transferred. These are the executable files that will run on the node and other required 
jar files. Since not all the Worker Agent nodes share a file system with the Scheduler node, these 
files are transferred using the Condor file transfer mechanism. 
During indexing, once the Worker Agents are running on the nodes, they start requesting chunks 
to index by establishing a socket connection with the Scheduler. 
SRB allows uniform access to data stored across the grid and thus the Scheduler only needs to 
provide the Worker Agents with the name of the SRB directory to index, without specifying details 
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FIG. 4.3: Components of the Scheduler. 
of the physical storage resource on which the data is stored. The Worker Agents retrieve the 
data from SRB using the Java API to SRB. The transfer occurs by means of SRB I/O capabilities 
which are faster than FTP and scp when transferring large files because of the SRB's parallel I/O 
capabilities (multiple threads each sending a data stream on the network). For small files, transfers 
can be a slower due to the additional interaction with the MCAT metadata catalog [83]. 
4.3 THE USER INTERFACE 
The user interface is a lightweight process that provides an entry point for queries to the search 
engine. The user interface is text-based and it issues queries and waits for responses. A query 
consists of words or phrases such as "grid search engine" or "data scalability". A query response 
consists of a list of document identifiers ranked by values which indicate the probability that the 
document satisfies the information need represented by the query. The user interface presents 
query results such that the highest ranked documents are at the top. 
4.4 THE SCHEDULER 
The Scheduler (see Figure 4.3) is the central component of the architecture. Correct operation 
of the search engine requires that the constituent components of the Scheduler run successfully. 
The components are: the Condor Central Manager, which is the Condor component that manages 
jobs and machines; the SRB MCAT which is the SRB metadata catalog; the Node Starter which 
starts the Worker Agents on the nodes; the Data Manager which splits data into chunks and also 
allocates chunks to indexers; the Query Handler which accepts queries into the search engine; 
and the Result merger. The Condor Central Manager for matching jobs to machines and the SRB 
MCAT for storing SRB metadata have been discussed in chapter 3. The Data Manager, the Query 
Handler and the Result Merger are discussed in this section. 
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4.4.1 Node Starter 
The Node Starter is responsible for starting the Worker Agent software on the nodes. It does so 
by scheduling Condor jobs to run on the nodes. If the task is indexing, the Node Starter contacts 
Condor to obtain a list of the available nodes. The Node Starter then creates a Condor job for 
each of the nodes. The Condor job description file specifies the executable file that the machines 
should run and also any other files that the executable file requires to run successfully. In the 
case of indexing the transferred files include the indexing program with all the jar files it requires. 
Figure 4.4 is an example of a Condor job description file to start Worker Agents on 3 nodes for 
the task of indexing. The specified nodes start the Worker Agents by running the executable 
indexjob.JobHandler. 
If the task is querying, the Node Starter reads a file which specifies the names of the storage 
servers that hold the indices. It then creates Condor jobs to run on the specified storage servers. 
The transferred files include the querying program and the jar files it requires. Figure 4.5 is an 
example of a Condor job description file to start a Worker Agent on a node for the querying task. 
4.4.2 Data Manager 
The Data Manager has two tasks: (a) to split data into chunks and ingest it into SRB and (b) to 
allocate data chunks to Worker Agents during indexing. 
Given a collection of size X, it is split into chunks of a user specified size. In this project chunks 
of 500 MB were used. The problem with larger chunks is that they take longer to download from 
SRB, depending on the speed of the connection. Moreover, larger chunks lead to more lost work 
in case of failure. If, for, example, a node crashes while it was in the middle of transferring an 
index of a 2GB chunk, when the work gets reallocated to another node it will take longer to index 
a 2GB data chunk, than to index a 500MB chunk. When using the Java execution environment 
Condor provides no means of check-pointing and migration of jobs in case of node failures. Thus 
the work of a failed node is all lost. 
Data splitting involves creating chunks from the collection and evenly distributing the chunks 
among the SRB storage servers (dedicated nodes). The chunks are ingested into SRB via SRB's 
command-line-based interface. 
The data allocation part keeps track of chunks which have been indexed and chunks which are still 
to be indexed. The Worker Agents of the dynamic and dedicated nodes make chunk requests via 
socket connections. The Worker Agents index the data and ingest the resulting sub-indices into 
SRB. Upon ingesting a sub-index into SRB, the Worker Agent notifies the Data Manager which 
marks the data chunk in question as indexed and the Worker Agent is assigned another chunk. For 
a Worker Agent running on a dedicated node (and thus an SRB server), ingesting the sub-index 
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FIG. 4.4: Example Condor job description file to start Worker Agents on 3 dynamic nodes for the 
task of indexing 
into SRB is a simple task. However, for a Worker Agent running on a dynamic node ingesting the 
sub-index is a multi-step process due to the firewall, which separates the dynamic nodes from the 
SRB servers as discussed in chapter 3, In such a case, when the Worker Agent finishes indexing a 
data chunk, it notifies the Data Manager, The Data Manager selects one of the dedicated nodes, in 
a round-robin manner, to handle the sub-index ingestion. The selected node first downloads the 
data from the remote dynamic node using the scpl function. Once the sub-index is on the local 
disk of the dedicated node, the dedicated node ingests it into SRB and removes it from its local 
disk. 
The Scheduler keeps track of the machines working on indexing jobs, It periodically checks if all 
the machines are still up. If a machine is found to be unresponsive, the work allocated to it is 
reallocated to another machine, All the work done by an unresponsive machine is then lost, 
lSCp is a means of securely transferring files between a local and a remote host or between two remote hosts, using the 
Secure Shell (SSH) protocol. 
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trans~er ~~put_~iles - !hoDe!~nakas~c!.srb!.EaasEnv,!nc~e!~~akasno!.srb! 
.1<dd:lF.uLL 
:ar_!iles - /to~e!n~a~asho/apps/:~b/:arqon_v~.4.20. jar, !tome!n~a~asho! 
apps!lit!:~cene-core-2.1.C.jar,/to~e!n~a~ashc/aprs/searctengine!~ndexjob! 
~'PlJ:; i n"d f i 1 e:, / : Pq'.l i r pj:: i 1 P:; .. : ,j r, /;: D:T1P.! r: ~:d ;.;,,:, h) / ,j pp:; /: i h / 
:arqo:1 v:.4.2~. jar,/to:ne/~~ak.a.sr.c/apps/:~b./[c:':~bcx. jar, !to~e!n~a~a:,ho/ 
arps!lit/~J~Bcx.~ar,/no:ne/~na~asto!apps!_ib/t~-ext=ac:crs.iar,/~ome/ 
n L d ~ d S h () / S 'R. R / S R R .-1 t; ;: /:Tl d t ~ . x / 1 i L / r1 C ~ _ i \/ d :-. ~ : > n . j rl r , / hi) ~·1 ~ / fi n d ~< (1 she / d P p:~ / ~ . b / 
tar. ~ar,/ho:ne/~nak.asto/a.pps/lib/bcprcv-jik.15-:38. :ar,!hc~e!nnakashc/apps! 
1:t/bc~a::-~dk:~-lj8.jar 
flO:) t. i :: i ::<1 t.: :):1 - ::p.ve, 
Argu~ents - qLery~cb.JobHandler 
R;,;q:;irp.r::p.::~.s - :'Lc:L,LP. -- "::ueL.!:;';' .• ~:11.:;:.,..,~ .d~::l" 
(ll .... e .... e 
Arqu~ents - qLery~ct.J~bHa~jler 
E;,; y;; i r' P. r:: ... :: :. :i - :'1, , r: L : L P. - - " :Oh c: 11 : r: P.! • :: 1 I.:; :."" ~ • d :::1" 
Ql.e .• f? 
FIG. 4.5: Example Condor description file to start Worker Agents on 2 storage servers ( dedicated 
nodes) for the task of querying 
4.4.3 The Query Handler 
The Query Handler component is the part of the Scheduler which interacts with the user interface. 
The method exposed to the User Interface takes a string query as its single parameter. The Query 
Handler routes each query to each storage server holding an index, It also invokes the Result 
Merger and returns a list of results to the User Interface. 
4.4.4 Result Merger 
The Result Merger component combines partial result lists sharing the same queryid into a single 
list and returns the result list to the Query Handler. As soon as the Result Merger has received all 
partial results relative to a query, it combines the results into a single list. The document scores 
in the partial results obtained from the different storage servers are not immediately comparable. 
This is because each storage server computes similarity scores between documents and queries 
using local collection statistics. Such local statistics are collection dependant and may vary widely 
across collections. This situation can be rectified by assigning new scores to each document and 
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4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 4.5 Roles of the Nodes 
re-ranking the documents based on their new scores. One way of doing this is to assign weights to 
each collection [74]. The underlying idea is to use weights in order to increase document scores 
from collections having scores greater than the average score, and to decrease those from any 
collections having scores less than the average score. The resulting weight for each collection 
is then used to modify the score attached to each document. Instead of using document scores 
directly each document score is multiplied by the weight of the corresponding collection and the 
results are merged according to these new scores. 
Several strategies for computing collection scores have been proposed. The Result Merger uses a 
strategy proposed by Rasolofo [74] to calculate collection scores. The collection score is computed 
according to the proportion of documents retrieved (result length) by each storage server. Calcu-
lating the score this way is based on the intuition that a collection would contain more relevant 
documents for a given query if its storage server found more documents. The score for the ith 
collection is determined by: 
(4.1) 
Where K is a constant, Ii is the number of documents retrieved by the ith collection, C is the number 
of collections. Based on this collection score, the collection weight denoted by Wi is calculated for 
the ith collection as follows: 
(4.2) 
Where Si is the score of the ith collection and 5 is the mean collection score. 
4.5 ROLES OF THE NODES 
The characteristics of the nodes dictate the type of jobs they can perform. The availability of 
dedicated nodes is more likely than that of dynamic nodes. The dedicated nodes are dedicated 
to search engine operations and thus, as long as they are up and running, they are available 
to execute jobs and to provide services that are required for the search engine to operate. For 
this reason, the dedicated nodes are responsible for providing persistent storage for the indices 
and also for responding to queries - these are tasks that require high resource availability. If 
required, dedicated nodes also can be used for indexing. Dynamic nodes can be re-claimed at any 
point by their owners and their availability is not guaranteed. Thus dynamic nodes can only be 
used for jobs that do not require high resource availability. On the other hand, dynamic nodes 
are available in large numbers. When one is claimed by its owner or it fails, it can easily be 
replaced by another. Because there are many of them, dynamic nodes can provide scalability for 
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Dedicated node 
~------ ------~ Worker Agent 
------ ------Ccondor~ C SRB ~ 
Clndexer~ ~earch0 
G"bHand~ 
4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
/""" _______ Dynamic node _____ _ 
Worker Agents 
Ccondor~ Clndexer~ 
G"bHand~ 
FIG. 4.6: Components of the dedicated and dynamic node Worker Agents. 
computationally intensive jobs. Dynamic nodes are therefore suitable to perform text indexing -
a computationally intensive task which does not require high availability. 
Figure 4.6 shows the components for the Worker Agents for both type of nodes. Dedicated node 
Worker Agents run the Condor, SRB, Indexer, Searcher and Job Handler components. Dynamic 
nodes run the Condor, Indexer and Job Handler components. The Indexer and Searcher compo-
nents are for indexing and querying respectively. The Job Handler on both dynamic and dedicated 
nodes is the software that runs when a job is allocated to a node using Condor. If the job specified 
is indexing, the Job Handler has the task of interacting with the Scheduler to request for data 
chunks to index. Upon receiving a data chunk to index, the Job Handler starts the Indexer and 
indexes the data chunk. When the node finishes indexing the chunk, its Job Handler requests 
another chunk. If the job specified is querying, the Job Hander waits for query requests. 
4.6 SEARCH ENGINE JOBS 
The Node Starter component of the Scheduler has the task of starting the Worker Agent software 
on the nodes. The Worker Agents are initiated by the Job Handler component of the nodes. The 
Job Handler accepts work allocations from the Scheduler and uses other components of the node 
to perform the actual job. This section discusses the details of the jobs performed during indexing 
and querying. 
4.6.1 Indexing Job 
The focus of the work of this research is not developing new information retrieval algorithms. 
Therefore an existing information retrieval engine (Lucene [56]) was used in developing the In-
dexer and Searcher components. 
Core indexing operation are performed by the Lucene information retrieval library. Lucene can 
index and make searchable any data that can be converted to textual format. This means that 
Lucene can index and search data stored in different file formats as long as it can be converted 
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to text. In this project Lucene is used to index HTML, PDF, MS Word, RTF and TXT file formats. 
Text is extracted from HTML documents by using an HTML parser which also comes with Lucene. 
PDF documents are parsed using the PDFBox [70] open-source library. MS Word documents 
are parsed using TextMining.org [87] tools. RTF documents are parsed using classes from Java's 
standard distribution. These classes are part of the j avax. swing. text and java. swing. text. rtf 
packages. 
Lucene is only a part of the distributed search engine system that was developed. In order to realise 
a functional distributed search engine, several other aspects need to be implemented. Distributed 
indexing can be organised in one of two ways: 
Local Data indexing. In this type of distributed indexing organisation, machines index data that 
is stored on their local disks. Upon completing indexing, an index machine transfers the 
partial index to one of the index SRB storage servers. 
Non-local Data indexing. In this type of distributed indexing organisation, indexing machines 
download source data that is stored on the storage servers on SRB and also store the resulting 
indices on SRB storage servers. 
The type and structure of an organisational intranet will dictate which type of distributed indexing 
an organisation ends up choosing for its intranet. Intuitively, the Local Data indexing approach 
achieves superior performance because of data locality and thus it incurs less network transfer 
time. In organisational intranets where data is naturally distributed, it makes sense to employ the 
Local Data approach. For example, within an academic institution, desktop machines within the 
department of Chemistry can be used to index data in that department, whereas desktop machines 
within the Computer Science department can be used to index data from that department. In other 
intranets such as corporate intra nets, most of the data is likely to be stored on centralised company 
servers where documents in the form of annual reports and design documents maybe stored. In 
such cases the Non-local Data approach could be the suitable solution. 
If the chosen approach is Non-local Data indexing, then the Indexer performs the following se-
quence of steps. 
1. Download data from SRB 
2. Index the data 
3. Transfer index to SRB 
4. Notify Job Handler of completed chunk 
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4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Local Data indexing 
Dynamic nodes 
Scheduler - Data 
Manager 
Dedicated nodes 
td~' j td:' ~ td:' ~ td.' j 
Partial indices on SRB 
FIG. 4.7: The Non-Local Data and Local Data distributed indexing approaches. 
With the Non-local Data indexing approach, the node first downloads the data from SRB before 
indexing it. The alternative option of indexing directly on SRB by using the file streaming methods 
of SRB was considered, but it proved to be too slow and error prone. 
If the chosen approach is Local Data indexing, then the Indexer only performs steps 2-4 above 
because the data is already located on the local disks of nodes. Figure 4.7 illustrates the difference 
between the two approaches. 
The index construction process of Lucene uses a merge-based algorithm. An in-memory index is 
built until memory allocated to the indexing process runs out. When this happens, the entire in-
memory index is transferred to disk and all memory resources are released. The process continues 
building in-memory indices and writing them to disk until the entire chunk is processed. In the 
final step all sub-indices are merged, resulting in the final index for the chunk. 
Index maintenance 
When the data collection changes, the index needs to be updated to reflect the changes in the 
collection. Changes in data collections need to be reflected in the search results in as little time as 
possible. 
Index updates handle the three document update scenarios as follows: 
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Document deletions. Entries of deleted documents are deleted from the index. 
Document modifications. Document modifications are handled in a two step procedure. In the 
first step, the entry of the old version of the document is deleted. In the second step, an 
entry for the new version of the document is added to the index. This way of handling 
document modifications is not necessarily optimal, especially if documents only go through 
minor modifications. 
Document additions. Entries of new documents are added to the index. 
The first step of updating the index is to delete stale documents. This involves deleting entries of 
documents that have been deleted from the collection and also deleting entries of old versions of 
modified documents. The second step involves adding entries of documents that are new to the 
collection and also adding entries of new versions of documents that have been modified. Addition 
of new documents is done in a merge-based index update fashion which is part of Lucene. An in-
memory index is built until memory allocated to the index maintenance process runs out. The 
in-memory index then has to be combined with the old index. Merging the in-memory index with 
the entire old index every time memory runs out, leads to long index update times. In order to 
reduce update times, multiple sub-indices are often kept on disk - when memory runs out, the 
in-memory index is written on disk as a separate independent index [12]. However care has to 
be taken as to how many index partitions are stored on disk because a large number of partitions 
leads to fragmented posting lists resulting in slow response times during querying. Several variants 
of the merge-based update strategy have different ways of controlling the number of sub-indices 
stored on disk. The update strategy used by Lucene is referred to in literature as Logarithmic 
Merge [1.2]. Logarithmic Merge imposes a condition on the number of index partitions on disk 
at any point in time by requiring that each index partition i either be empty or contain a total 
number of documents between: 
r i- 1 and (r _1)i-l (4.3) 
For a collection of N documents, this leads to a total number of indices on disk no larger than 
[ogr(N) (4.4) 
Logarithmic Merge also leads to fragmented posting lists - on-disk posting lists are not stored in 
contiguous regions of the disk. This can potentially degrade query processing performance, due to 
the additional disk seeks that need to be performed to fetch all segments of a query term's posting 
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FIG. 4.8: Query processing at a storage server. 
list from the individual index partitions. This slowdown, however, is likely to be relatively small, 
because the number of separate index partitions is tightly controlled. 
4.6.2 Querying Job 
The index partitioning scheme used in this thesis is document partitioning whereby documents 
are distributed evenly over all SRB storage servers and an inverted index is built for each server. 
Therefore, each storage server holds a partial index and processing of queries involves all storage 
servers. 
During indexing, the index resulting from indexing each chunk is written to SRB as a separate 
index without immediately merging the indices. When all the chunks are indexed, each SRB 
storage server merges the partial indices that it holds using the index merging methods of Lucene. 
Merging indices involves concatenating posting lists that belong to the same term into a single 
posting list, resulting in one single index instead of multiple indices. 
When starting a query job on an SRB storage server, the Job Handler reads the index from SRB. As 
explained already; SRB file streaming methods have proven to be slow and error prone. Therefore 
to facilitate fast query responses, the storage servers first store the index onto their file systems 
allowing queries to be subsequently responded to without going through the SRB file system. 
To generate a partial ranked answer set, a storage server receives query requests from the Query 
Handler component of the Scheduler and inserts them in a queue. Queries in this queue are 
processed concurrently by employing multiple threads (see Figure 4.8). 
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4.7 SUMMARY 
A distributed search engine was developed with the hybrid scavenger grid as the target architec-
ture. It uses Condor for job distribution, SRB for distributed data management and Lucene as 
the underlying information retrieval engine. Work allocation is managed by the Scheduler. The 
Scheduler allocates data chunks to the nodes to perform indexing jobs. Indices are stored on SRB 
storage servers which are dedicated nodes. Query processing starts with the Scheduler routing 
the query to all the SRB storage severs. Each server generates a partial result set and sends it to 
the Scheduler. The Scheduler merges and re-ranks the partial result sets before returning a single 
ranked result set to the user. 
The next chapter discusses the evaluation of the search engine. 
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CHAPTER 
5 
Evaluation 
This project explores the use of a hybrid scavenger grid for information retrieval operations. The 
aim is to realise an architecture that is cost-effective yet can scale to medium-to-large search 
engine workloads. This chapter discusses how the experimental search engine that was designed 
for a hybrid scavenger grid was tested and evaluated. The evaluation aims to determine the 
indexing and querying performance of the hybrid scavenger grid, how it utilises resources, and its 
cost/perfomance ratio. To determine these, a series of experiments were carried out: 
1. Grid middleware overhead. The middleware that a distributed system utilises incurs addi-
tional overhead in execution time. If such middleware overhead is not well managed, it 
can overshadow the computing power made available by the distributed resources. Perfor-
mance of the Grid middleware for distributed storage, including its throughput and impact 
on indexing, is discussed in section 5.2. 
2. Varying grid composition. Having established the performance of the grid middleware and 
its impact on indexing performance, experiments were then carried out to find out how the 
hybrid scavenger grid architecture can be best organised in a way that delivers the optimal 
indexing performance. In particular, tests were carried out to establish the optimal num-
ber of dynamic nodes required to index a collection of a given size- in terms of indexing 
time and resource efficiency. Moreover, tests were carried out to establish the optimal com-
bination of tasks that the dedicated nodes should perform. These tests are presented in 
section 5.3. 
3. Index maintenance. The distributed search engine should not only have the ability to ef-
ficiently build an index but also the ability to perform fast index updates. Index updat-
ing performance was evaluated, taking into account document additions, modifications and 
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deletions. Tests related to index maintenance are reported in section 5.4. 
4. Hybrid scavenger grid vs multi-core. Presented in section 5.5 is a cost-effectiveness and 
system efficiency comparison between a hybrid scavenger grid architecture and a multi-core 
architecture. The aim of this set of tests was to determine the workload conditions under 
which each architecture is the most beneficial option for search engine indexing. 
5. Querying performance analysis. The ultimate goal of a search engine is to respond to quickly 
queries. Query response times should be similar to what users of Web search engines are 
accustomed to, which is typically less than a second. Experiments related to query response 
times are discussed in section 5.6. 
Before discussing the experiments listed above, the resources used during the experiments are 
presented. These include: the data collections used for indexing experiments; the set of queries 
used for querying experiments; and the hardware resources on which the experiments were run. 
5.1 RESOURCES 
5.1.1 Data Sets 
The data collections used for the experiments are as follows: 
• The AC. UK collection. 
This collection is made up of data crawled from the . ac . uk domain, which is the domain 
of academic institutions in the United Kingdom. The reason for crawling data from this 
particular domain is mainly because it has English text. Although text in other languages is 
important in cross-language information retrieval, in this case it does not add anything to 
the collection since the search engine is an English language only search engine. A summary 
of the collection is in Table 5.1. 
• The UCT.AC.ZA collections. 
These collections are two snapshots, taken a month apart, of the uct . ac . za domain which 
is the domain of the institution where the project was carried out. They serve to illustrate 
index maintenance performance. 
The AC. UK collection is the primary one used in most experiments except in places where explicitly 
stated otherwise. In both data collections, the crawled data was filtered to remove all binary files. 
The file types retained are HTML, PDF, RTF, TXT and DOC. In order to test for data scalability, the 
AC. UK collection was duplicated in cases where the data collection needed for the experiments is 
larger than the actual size of the collection. In particular, data was duplicated in testing indexing 
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5,1 Resour""" _____________________________ -',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""e,,,' 
AC.UK collection UCT.AC.ZAI collection UCT.,~C.ZA2 coll ection 
Size of Collection 70.27 Gil 10.9 Gil 11,6GIl 
Numl>eT of files 825.5"7 304,:174 :126.71N 
PDF 87.189 8.407 8.493 
DOC 21.779 1.862 1.868 
nIT 2.569 
'" '" RTf 2,042 
'" " H).1TT 71 1,968 293.74.'i :1l.'i.881 
"i'A"I.l: 'i. 1 : Summary of the text collection, ",cd in the experiment', The AC,UK collection is the 
re,ult 01 a crawl of the domai~ of a<ademic instin1tioos in (he UK. nle UC:T.AC.ZA c()lleclion,\ are 
paltial snapshot' of the ~ct .c.'" domain "ken a n"'nlh apart. 
performance using dala ,Iizes greater lhan 70,n GB. Qucry pcrformrulce experiments usc the 
AC,UK collection as il _ the data was nm duplicaled l() simulale larger mlleclir"", The reason 
behi~d {his i, that duplicati~g the data ,"ollectinn ()nly ,",hange, the index in nne dimensirm. Wi[h 
duplication, ind;,idual posting lim (i~yerred lim) i~Cfea,e in , i/e I,m there i, no change in the 
,ize olthe dictionary. Thi, can allcn queI)inx pt'rformance, It doe, not, I",we"er ,afiecl indexing 
performance since in disrribllled i~dcxing the data is indexed in small job< and lhere are nn 
duplicale, wilhin each indexing job. Each partial index is indcpendem 01 ,ub"'quent partial 
indices and t h u, the index I",ilding pmce,.' is not affected by data duplication, 
5.1.2 Query Set 
'Ihere are [WO way' 10 represent queries lor experimental purposes, The fir,{ option i, to use 
actual querie< from query In,;.>. The ""mnd Opl inn is to generate symhetic queries from probability 
distril)ution, that are based on acl ual int ranet ""arch characterisation statiS[ics. The first optioo is 
more reali'tic "~d it allow,1 a compar i,nn be[ween the experimemal sy'tem and real 'ystem,. 
Typical query logs from the domains crawled were nm available. llmcad. test queries u",d are 
top 'I"e,ies of 'he Wei, search ,'()Iume a, per Gr>ogie recnrds acccssible via the Google Insights 
for Search service 1391, Google Insights fnr Search i.' a Wel,·I,a,ed <ervice thm pmvide, the most 
popular 'Iueries across 'reci~" regions. caLeXnrie, and lime frames. Since [he collection used for 
quer)' performance eval"a,io~ is the AC,CK collt"t'tion, the U~ited Kingdom was ""Iected a, Ihe 
region of interest and the time frame selected was "2004-pre",n("' The calegMie, cho<en are 
'hose that are typically covered 1)1' ",:ademic in<titutinns. ,~1I1he querie< within the query set 
return a noo·empty result set on tbe index of the AC.LK colle<:1ion A summary of the queI)' ,el is 
i~ Table 5,2 a~d ,ample querie, are shown in Tal,le 5,3 
While il can be argued lhat the ,,~) queries rm thc Web are not represemmive of the 'I"erie, 
l'0'ed wiLh in univer.,il), int ,"nct'. an argument can also be made wthe cootntry. for example, an 
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gene rall y . honer compared 10 Web <f3 ldl queries. Thi> i, ,, pro[>ert)' ,ha l ,nLr3nct que ll .> h"y., in 
<tUM1"" wilh lOp Web 4ueries . "",,- the " ',O.«:'lS o f query 108' u=l l>; K""d,wlt z J ll d ~ uldift., 
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o'cc' _'~'_'_'_"'''''c,~ ____________________________ ~5 EVA1CATIO:> 
Total number of 'luerie, 
UX)H 
Sports 
Telecummunic"'iom 
S"c ie,y 
Heallh 
Am and Il umanities 
TA"LY 5.2: Query set summa,y. Queries are extracted from the Google Insight' for Search scr.icc, 
5.1.3 Hardware and Performance Measurement utilities 
The following four computer 'y'tem, (,et Figure 5,2) were med fur the experiment'. 
• A ,et or machine, referred ro as dynamic nodes, These me de,krop machine, within an 
undergraduate laboratol)' consisting of about 66 machine" Each machine i, equipped wi,h 
" 3 GH, Pemium 4 jlr(}(Y''''r. 512 Mil of ~AM and a 40 Gil SAm disk drive (7200 rpm), 
Th",e m"eh in es Me wi, hi" a 1 (){) MI~" F, herne1 nerwork. 
• A set of machine, - referred to a, dedicated nocie, - in" ch,<ter. The.,e "re 13 desk'op 
cia,.' compu1e" in1erconnected by a Gigabit Ethernet network. Each machine is equipped 
with" 3 GHz Pemi\lTll 4 proee~"". 512 \111 of ~AM and an 80 GB SA1A disk dri\ie (7200 
~ml 
• A desktop class compUler with a 2,33 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. 2 Gil of RA\1 ,,,,d 
a ~o() Gil SA1A hard disk (7200 rpm) - the Schtduler - which is us ed for disrributing 
i"dexing job, during indexing as well for distributing querie, and merging result, during 
querying. 
• A ,en'er with a 3r,H/. Inte l Qu"d Core Xeon p['(~·e"",. Il Gil or I!.A.'l and a 500 r, B SA1A hard 
disk (7200 rpm). This i, the multi-cure machine u,,,-d in the expe rimerm that m mp"re 'he 
hybrid scavenger grid with a multi-cure, 
The ~lesy"em imp lement,ni"" ,h,,1 wa, u,ed i" all maehine.s is the cxt3 file 'ystem as imple-
mented in the linu, 2,V' kernel. TIle softw"re \ier<ion< ,hal Were used are SRB 3.4.2, Lucenc 
2.1.0 "nd Condor 6.8.4. The SRIl me ,adata eaEalog wa, stored in a l'ostgres database, running 
Pc'''gres 7.4.1 7. Po"gre,,~jh(' 07.03 wa< \L<;ed for daEaba<e con"""tiviry'. 
Aggrega,e I"'rforman('e <tati"ics, such as the total time to build an Lndex for a collection of ,ize 
X, were me asu red by the U:-'lX tio:c command. l-'iner-gmmed performance value, were obtained 
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database which stores metadata have an impact on the attained I/O speeds. Because bandwidth is 
a factor in SRB read/write speed, SRB read/write speeds vary with network load. Transfers done 
during network load peak times will be slower. The transfers in this experiment were not done 
during peak times. 
This experiment revealed SRB throughput in terms of read and write speeds. What is of interest 
however, is how these speed values affect indexing time. The next experiment measured this 
impact. 
5.2.2 SRB Impact on Indexing 
Having established SRB read/write rates, experiments were then carried out to determine its 
impact on indexing performance. 
Aim 
The aim of this experiment was to determine if the presence of SRB increases indexing time and, 
if so, to what extent. 
Methodology and Results 
The metric of interest is accumulated indexing time. Of particular interest is how much extra time 
is spent on indexing due to the presence of SRB. As discussed in chapter 4, distributed indexing 
can be organised in one of two ways. With Local Data distributed indexing, machines index 
data that is stored on their local disks and transfer the partial index to one of the index SRB 
storage servers. With Non-local Data distributed indexing, machines download source data that 
is stored on the storage servers on SRB and also store the resulting indices on SRB storage servers 
(see Figure 5.4). Naturally, the Local Data indexing approach achieves superior performance 
because of data locality and thus it incurs less network transfer time. 
The experiment first measured indexing performance of a local Lucene indexer running on a single 
machine (a dedicated node). The second part of the test measured indexing time of distributed 
Lucene running on a single indexing machine (both dedicated and dynamic nodes) for both types 
of distributed indexing. The results of the experiment are in Figure 5.5 
Discussion 
For the dedicated node cases local Lucene outperforms both forms of distributed indexing as 
expected. Moreover, the Local Data (dedicated node) distributed indexing approach outperforms 
the Non-local Data (dedicated node) approach. This is due to the extra network time incurred by 
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FIG. 5.5: Indexing performance benchmarks. local Lucene refers to plain non-distributed 
Lucene, dedicated refers to one of the dedicated nodes and dynamic refers to one of the dynamic 
nodes. 
the Non-local Data approach resulting from the need to transfer the data to be indexed. For the 
dedicated node case, the Local Data approach incurs between 2-4% extra indexing time whereas 
the Non-local Data approach incurs 8-10% extra time. For the dynamic node case, the Non-local 
Data approach takes 39-41 % more time to index. This is because of the slow network connecting 
the dynamic nodes to the SRB servers where data is stored, which limits the SRB read and write 
speeds. The Local Data approach running on a dynamic node performs better than local Lucene 
running on the dedicated node because the dynamic nodes are faster machines than the dedicated 
nodes even though their processor speeds and memory are the same. One notable difference 
between the two types of nodes are the hard disks which are not the same size - seeks times 
are faster on smaller disks and the dynamic nodes have 40 GB diks while the disks on the static 
nodes is twice their size. On average, the minimal data chunk takes about 40 seconds longer on 
the dedicated nodes, which is about 47% more time than the dynamic nodes. 
Within a high speed network with maximum measured bandwidth of 75 MB/s, the overhead 
introduced by SRB is relatively low, with a maximum of 10% extra indexing time. However, in a 
slow network with maximum measured bandwidth of 12 MB/s, the overhead of transferring data 
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from SRB is high, with a maximum of 41 % extra indexing time. 
The limited bandwidth connecting the dynamic nodes to the SRB servers results in long indexing 
times when using the Non-local Data indexing approach. Therefore, in the subsequent experi-
ments, the Local Data indexing approach was used to evaluate performance of the hybrid scav-
enger grid, except in cases where it is stated that the Non-Local Data indexing approach was used. 
Experiments in the next section focused on how the resources of the grid can be best organised 
and utilised to deliver the best indexing performance. 
5.3 VARYING GRID COMPOSITION 
In a non-distributed indexing system, several hardware and software properties affect perfor-
mance, for example, CPU speed, cache size and hard disk seek times. In a distributed system, 
additional factors affect indexing time depending on the implementation details of the system. In 
the hybrid grid-based indexing system developed in this thesis, the following variables contribute 
to indexing time. 
• Number of dynamic indexers. Dynamic indexers are dynamic nodes - these are machines 
obtained from cycle-stealing. 
• Number of storage servers. Storage servers are dedicated nodes - they are responsible for 
storing the partial indices resulting from completed indexing jobs. They also store the source 
data when the Non-local Data approach is used. 
• Total number of indexers. If only the dynamic indexers take part in the actual indexing 
of data then the total number of indexers is the same as the number of dynamic nodes. 
However, if the storage servers perform indexing in addition to storing indices, then the 
total number of indexers is the sum of the dynamic indexers and the storage servers. 
Experiments in this section varied the grid composition in terms of one or more of the above 
variables as well as in terms of combinations of tasks performed by the nodes. 
5.3.1 Varying Dynamic Indexers 
Within the hybrid scavenger grid, the number of dynamic indexers plays a major role in indexing 
time. Ideally, as the number of dynamic indexers increases, indexing time should decrease linearly. 
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Aim 
This experiment aimed to find the number of dynamic indexers that delivers optimal performance. 
Given a data collection of size X, what is the number of dynamic indexers that realises optimal 
performance? Optimal in this sense means that indexing time is reduced and also that the indexers 
involved are well utilised. Utilisation of indexers refers to the amount of work performed by the 
indexers. Each added indexer incurs additional communication time which adds to the total 
indexing time. Therefore, indexers need to be kept busy for a reasonable amount of time for their 
presence to have a substantial impact on performance. 
Methodology and Results 
Indexing performance for various data sizes was analysed. The accumulated indexing time is 
the total time spent on all tasks performed to index a collection of a given size, including job 
scheduling and communication. Indexing time is the time spent on actual indexing of data as 
opposed to other tasks such as file transfer or job scheduling. Communication and storage time is 
the time to transfer indices and to ingest the indices into SRB. 
The CPU load average was obtained from the UNIX virtual file /proc/loadavg. The CPU load 
average is the average of the number of tasks running or in a runnable state at any instant, 
as opposed to zombie tasks, tasks waiting on an operation such as I/O, suspended tasks, etc. 
/proc/loadavg shows the average as measured over the last 1 minute, the last 5 minutes, and the 
last 15 minutes, respectively. In all the experiments the average of the last 5 minutes was used. 
Ideally, the load average should stay below the number of CPUs in the machine. Thus on a dual 
core, it is best if the load average is below 2. When the load average goes over the number of 
CPUs on the system, this means that there are tasks waiting for CPU time. This mayor may not be 
a problem, depending on what the system is doing and how good the kernel scheduler is. 
Performance results obtained from the experiment are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. 
Discussion 
From Figure 5.6(a) it is clear that as the number of dynamic nodes increases, indexing time 
decreases. Initially indexing time begins to decrease rapidly; however as more dynamic nodes 
are added, the rate at which indexing time decreases goes down. This shows a trend of indexing 
time approaching a minimum indexing time limit. The implication is that, for a collection of size 
X, there is a number of dynamic nodes after which indexing time does not decrease but remains 
constant. This number is determined by the size of the collection and the size of indexing chunks 
as follows: 
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through Java timing functions, in particular the Date. getTime () method. 
The first set of experiments evaluated SRB performance. They measured the magnitude of the 
overhead of SRB. Knowing SRB throughput and its impact on indexing time helps to determine 
the effect of SRB on results of subsequent experiments. 
5.2 GRID MIDDLEWARE OVERHEAD 
SRB provides a layer of abstraction over data stored in various distributed storage resources, al-
lowing uniform access to distributed data. Introducing SRB to manage distributed data incurs 
additional overhead resulting from interaction of SRB servers with the SRB metadata catalog and 
also from the transfer of data across the network. Ingesting of data into SRB should therefore 
happen at a fast speed. Furthermore, SRB should utilise the available network bandwidth effi-
ciently. Ideally, the rates of reading and writing to SRB should be close to the maximum available 
bandwidth. It is clear that these rates will be lower than the available bandwidth because hard 
disk access speed is another significant factor in SRB operations. Experiments in the next two 
sections measure SRB throughput and its impact on indexing time. 
5.2.1 SRB Throughput 
Aim 
The aim of this experiment was to determine SRB ingest rates as well as SRB download rates, that 
is, to establish the read and write speeds of SRB. SRB write speed is the speed of transferring data 
over the network, registering the data transferred in the metadata catalog and writing the data to 
the disk of the destination SRB server. 
Similarly, the read speed is an aggregate speed, first performing a lookup in the metadata catalog 
to establish the location of the data, then reading the data from the SRB server that holds the data 
and transferring the data over the network. 
Methodology and Results 
To determine the write speed, a file (of size 246 MB - the file size could be any size) was ingested 
into SRB and the time taken for the operation to complete was measured. The write speed is then 
the result of dividing the size of the transferred data by the time taken to transfer it. Similarly, 
the read speed was measured by recording the time to download a file from SRB. Each test was 
repeated 10 times and the average was recorded. 
Sput is the SRB command line interface for ingesting data into SRB. Sget is the interface for 
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5.2 Grid Middleware Overhead 
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machine 2 ---- ---------------- ------.---------- machine 7 
75 MBts 
FIG. 5.3: Network connection of the nodes. machine7 and machine2 are within a Gigabit Ethernet 
network with a measured maximum bandwidth of 75 MB/sec. nut. cs is connected to machine2 
by a 100 Mbps network with a measured maximum bandwidth of 12 MB/sec. 
Source Destination Speed 
Sput machine9 machine2 31.07 MB/s 
nut.cs machine2 8.72 MB/s 
Sget machine2 machine9 31.35 MB/s 
machine2 nut.cs 8.62 MB/s 
TABLE 5.4: SRB read and write speeds. 
downloading data from SRB. machine2 and machine7 are from the set of dedicated nodes and 
are within the same network, which has maximum available bandwidth of 75 MB/sec. nut. cs is 
a machine within the same network as the dynamic nodes. nut. cs was used in the place of one 
of the dynamic nodes because the author did not have privileged access required to install an SRB 
client on the dynamic nodes. The link between nut. cs and the dedicated nodes has maximum 
bandwidth of 12 MB/sec. Figure 5.3 illustrates how the machines are connected. The results of 
the experiment are shown in Table 5.4. 
Discussion 
The read and write speeds between machine7 and machine2 are about 42% of the network band-
width whereas the read/write speeds between nut. cs and machine2 are about 72% of the mea-
sured bandwidth. Within the faster network connecting machine7 and machine2, SRB read/write 
speeds are further from the network capacity compared to the slower network whose read/write 
speeds are closer to network capacity. It appears that within the fast network, the limiting factor 
is not network bandwidth. Other factors such as disk access and the need to interact with the 
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FIG. 5.6: Indexing performance for dynamic indexers. The approach evaluated is Local Data 
indexing, using 6 SRB storage servers. 
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Let 
5 = size of collection Sc = size of one chunk 
T = time to index the collection Tc = time to index one chunk 
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Nd = number of dynamic indexers Nc = number of chunks 
To = time to index on a single machine 
Then 
S 
Nc = Sc ' T 
- To 
c -
Nc 
(5.1) 
Equation 5.1 shows that the minimum time to index a collection of a given size, S, is Tc - this is 
obtained when ~~ = 1 , that is when the number of chunks, Nc is equal to the dynamic indexers 
N d . In Equation 5.1, dividing the number of chunks, N c, by the number of dynamic indexers, N d, 
implies that all index servers contribute equally to indexing time. This is not necessarily true. Even 
though all the dynamic nodes have the same system specifications, some can be slower than others 
depending on the CPU load average of the machine. Moreover, it is assumed that the sizes of the 
chunks are equal in terms of MB count. However, the file type composition of different chunks is 
not the same - a chunk which contains many PDF, MS Word and other types that require parsing 
into plain text before indexing will take longer to process than a chunk which contains mainly 
plain text files. 
From the component-wise analysis of indexing time shown in Figure 5.6(b) it is clear that a large 
part of indexing time is spent on actual indexing. Communication and storage time for transmit-
ting and storing indices on storage servers remains more or less the same even as the number of 
dynamic indexers increases. 
Moreover, from Figure 5.6(c) it can be seen that during indexing, the CPU load average on the 
dynamic indexers increases to a point where it reaches and even slightly goes over the number of 
CPUs in the machine. The CPU load average on the storage server remains more or less unchanged. 
This shows that the dynamic indexers are well utilised but also that indexing is computationally 
intensive and, thus should only be performed on idle desktop workstations as it can noticeably 
slow down a user's machine. The storage servers on the other hand are under-utilised with their 
only task being the storage of partial indices. Therefore, the storage servers can be used to do other 
tasks in addition to storing indices. An investigation into what other tasks the storage servers can 
perform without overwhelming them is the subject of later experiments. 
Figure 5.6 and Equation 5.1 suggest that continued increase in the number of dynamic indexers 
reduces indexing time up to a minimum. What has not been shown is how resource utilisation is 
affected as more dynamic nodes are added to the grid. Figure 5.7 shows the grid system efficiency 
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FIG. 5.7: System efficiency during indexing 
when varying numbers of dynamic nodes. System efficiency measures utilisation of resources -
how busy the resources are kept. 
Parallel system performance of a system consisting of n processors is often characterised using 
speedup - the serial execution time divided by parallel execution time: speedup(n) = time(l) / timel nl. 
System efficiency is defined as the speedup divided by the number of processors: 
system efficiency(n) = speedup(n)/n 
Thus efficiency is maximised at 1.0 when n = 1. 
From Figure 5.7, it can be seen that for the case of 32 GB, when more than 24 nodes are used, 
system efficiency goes down to below 50% of full efficiency and reaches a low minimum of 40% 
when 32 dynamic nodes are used. Therefore, at the 24 node point adding more nodes decreases 
indexing time but utilisation per machine decreases to levels where each machine does substan-
tially less work, with, for example, each machine doing under 60 seconds of indexing time. When 
system efficiency falls to such low levels, it is of little advantage to use additional machines. For 
the 128 GB and 256 GB cases, system efficiency also declines with increasing numbers of dynamic 
nodes. However, due to the increased workload the system remains relatively efficient, reaching a 
minimum of 67% and 68% efficiency respectively. 
This experiment has shown that for a given workload, the number of dynamic nodes can be 
increased to index the collection in the shortest possible time. However, adding more nodes to the 
grid in order to achieve the shortest indexing time can result is poor utilisation of resources with 
system efficiency falling to levels below 50%. Therefore, the optimal number of dynamic nodes is 
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the one that results in lowest indexing time at a system efficiency above a defined threshold. 
During indexing, the dynamic indexers in conjunction with the storage servers store partial indices 
corresponding to each data chunk as a separate index. No index merging takes place. Lucene has 
the ability to search over multiple indices - however, the larger the number of indices, the larger 
the number of disk seeks that have to take place during querying. This can lead to long query 
response times. Therefore, the indices have to be merged into a single index before searching. 
The focus of the next experiment was on how index merging affects indexing time. 
5.3.2 Index Merging 
The prior accumulated indexing times reported do not include the time to merge indices. Index 
merging is a task of combining posting lists belonging to the same term into a single posting list. 
Aim 
The aim of this experiment was to determine how the merging step affects the accumulated in-
dexing time. 
Methodology and Results 
The time to merge indices for various sub-collections of the AC.UK collection was measured. The 
AC.UK collection was used as is and not duplicated to simulate larger collection sizes. Duplicating 
the data collection only increases posting lists in size but does not change the size of the dictionary 
and this can affect merging time. 
The results of the experiment are in Figure 5.8 
Discussion 
Figure 5.8 shows accumulated indexing time with and without merging time when using a single 
dynamic indexer. It is clear that the impact of overall indexing time is relatively small, with 
merging time contributing up to a maximum of 2.8% of indexing time. With multiple indexers 
and multiple storage servers, indexing time is reduced, but also the storage servers merge the 
indices in parallel and thus merging time is reduced also. Therefore, index merging time does not 
significantly increase the accumulated indexing time. 
The focus of the experiments in this section was on dynamic indexers and their performance. Due 
to their unpredictable nature, dynamic nodes can only be used for indexing. Other tasks that 
require high availability such as storage of indices can only be performed by the more predictable 
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80 
dedicated nodes (storage servers). So far the storage servers have only been used for the purpose 
of storing indices. However, from the CPU load average it is clear that the storage servers were 
under-utilised. The next experiment focused on storage servers and how they could be better 
utilised. 
5.3.3 Utilizing Storage Servers 
The CPU load average on the storage servers shows that in comparison to the dynamic indexers, 
the storage servers are relatively under-utilised. Thus the storage servers could be better utilised 
by also running indexing jobs on them. Furthermore, when the chosen approach is Non-local Data 
indexing, the storage servers will also need to store the source files that need to be indexed. 
For each type of distributed indexing, the storage servers can be employed to do two different 
combinations of tasks. 
1. Local Data indexing 
(a) Indices. The storage servers only serve the purpose of storing indices. 
(b) Indexing + Indices. The storage servers index data in addition to storing indices. 
2. Non-local Data indexing 
(a) Source files + Indices. The storage servers only serve the purpose of storing source 
files and indices on SRB. 
(b) Source files + Indexing + Indices. The storage servers index data in addition to 
storing source files and indices. 
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Aim 
The aim of this experiment was to determine, for each type of distributed indexing, the combina-
tion of tasks that leads to fastest indexing time while not overwhelming the resources. 
Methodology and Results 
Indexing time was measured for the different combinations of tasks. The accumulated indexing 
time, indexing time and communication and storage time were measured as before. 
The results of the experiment are in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 
Discussion 
Figure 5.9(a) shows that the indexing time behaviour for the cases of Indices and Indexing + 
Indices follows the same trend. As discussed in 5.3.1 this trend shows a decrease in indexing 
time as the number of dynamic indexers increases, with indexing time approaching a constant 
value. 
The difference between the Indices and Indexing + Indices cases is that the latter results in 
faster indexing. This is due to the fact that the storage servers also perform indexing in addition 
to storing indices, thus effectively increasing the number of indexers. 
As shown in Figure 5.9(a), for the case of Source files + Indexing + Indices, indexing time 
only decreases up to when 16 dynamic nodes are used - after that indexing time remains more 
or less the same. A breakdown analysis of the accumulated indexing time, Figure 5.9(b), helps 
explain this behaviour. It can be seen that after the case of 16 dynamic nodes, communication and 
storage time is higher than the time taken to index data. Any performance gain resulting from the 
use of increased dynamic indexers is canceled out by the increase in communication time. 
The high communication time incurred in the case of Source files + Indexing + Indices is a 
result of the need to transfer the source files over a link that only attains SRB write and read rates 
of approximately 9 MBis. As the number of dynamic indexers increases, communication time goes 
up because the number of requests to the SRB metadata catalog and to the SRB servers increases, 
resulting in performance degradation. 
The CPU load shown in Figure 5.9(c) shows that the storage servers are under-utilised in the 
case of Indices whereas in the case of Indexing + Indices, the storage servers are well-utilised 
without overwhelming them, with the CPU load remaining close to the number of CPUs in the 
machine. The CPU load graph also shows that when the storage servers are performing all three 
tasks simultaneously, the machines are overwhelmed with the CPU load being nearly double the 
number of CPUs. 
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FIG. 5.12: Index maintenance performance. The mergefactor controls the number of documents 
buffered in memory. 
Discussion 
Figure 5.12(a) shows the average time taken per document insertion for varying percentages of 
the UCT.AC.ZA1 collection. The time to add a document is less than 0.1 seconds when 10% of 
the collection is indexed and increases up to about 0.6 seconds when 100% of the collection is 
indexed. The time per insertion increases in a near logarithmic manner as the data collection 
increases. This performance is similar to the index update performance reported in [12], which 
shows a logarithmic increase in document insertion time with increase in data size. 
Figure 5.12(b) shows the total time to perform document deletions and modifications on an ex-
isting index. Unlike document additions, the operations of deletions and modifications have to be 
performed on the entire collection because they require the existing index to have the entries of 
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the obsolete versions of the documents to be deleted or modified. These obsolete versions are then 
deleted or replaced, as required. It can be seen that the time taken to perform document mod-
ifications and deletions of the UCT.AC.ZAI collection as reflected in UCT.AC.ZA2 is about 11.2 
minutes. However, by increasing the mergefactor, the total update time is reduced by up to 19% 
when the mergefactor of 10 is used. The mergefactor determines how many document updates 
are buffered in memory before writing the changes to the original index. 
This experiment has shown that the index can be incrementally updated on hybrid scavenger 
grid. Documents insertion time increases in a near logarithmic manner as data size increases. 
Furthermore, one way of optimising index update is by varying the mergefactor. 
Experiments carried out thus far have shown indexing performance of the hybrid scavenger grid. 
The question to ask at this stage is how performance of the hybrid scavenger grid compares to 
other architectures and whether it is worth investing in dedicated nodes and maintaining a grid, if 
the cost is the same as that of a middle or high end multi-processor server which has comparable 
performance. 
5.5 HYBRID SCAVENGER GRID VERSUS MULTI-CORE 
Processor designers are seeing the end of Moore's Law [84]. Moore said that the number of 
transistors on a chip doubles approximately every 18 months. The effect of Moore's law is that 
each new chip design could be expected to do twice as much as its predecessor leading to an 
exponential rise in performance matched by a corresponding fall in the cost of computing power. 
Despite progress in the ability to fit more transistors on a die, clock speeds have seen slow progress 
in recent years. Power management is a big problem - modern chips contain a lot of transistors 
such that moving the resulting heat off the processors is increasingly difficult. Consequently, as the 
number of transistors on a chip increases, the clock speed remains flat or declines. For this reason, 
chip architects have turned to multi-core architectures whereby multiple processor elements are 
placed on one chip. 
At the time of writing, two core processors are already common in desktop computers, with four 
and eight cores found in an increasing number of middle to high-end servers. While cost-effective 
scalability is one of the advantages of a hybrid scavenger grid-based search engine, the challenge is 
the process of designing, implementing and running a search engine on such a distributed system. 
Limitations of the grid such as the unpredictable nature of dynamic nodes and job failure rate 
can hinder performance. Thus it can be argued that with the advent of multi-core technology, 
powerful servers can be purchased for low prices and thus the centralised architecture should be 
the architecture for workloads of certain magnitudes. 
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Aim 
This experiment compares performance of the hybrid scavenger grid to that of a multi-core archi-
tecture. It seeks to find the circumstances under which each system is the more beneficial choice 
with regards to performance, cost-effectiveness and system efficiency. 
Methodology and Results 
Indexing performance was measured on the quad-core machine by running jobs on each of its 4 
cores simultaneously. The cost-effectiveness and system efficiency of the quad-core machine was 
then compared to that of the hybrid scavenger grid. Given two systems both doing the same task, 
the cost-effective system is the system that maximises job throughput per unit cost or, equivalently, 
the system that minimises the cost/performance (cost divided by performance) value of the system 
[96]. System efficiency measures utilisation of resources. A highly utilised system has high system 
efficiency. 
The two systems can be defined as follows: 
Crid(s,d) and Multicore(c) 
Where sand d in Grid (s, d) are the number of storage servers and the number of dynamic 
indexers respectively. The c in Multicore(c) is the number of cores the machine has. 
As discussed in before, parallel system performance of a system consisting is often characterised 
using speedup. System efficiency is then defined in terms of speedup (see 5.3.1). Let the serial 
execution time on a single machine be time (1), the time to execute on multi-core server be 
time(Multicore(c)) and the time to execute on the grid be time(Grid(s,d)). 
For the grid and multi-core, system efficiency is: 
system efficiency (Grid(s,d)) = speedup( Crid(s, d)) / (s + d) (5.2) 
system efficiency (Muiticore(c)) = speedup( Multicore(c)) / (c) (5.3) 
Grid system efficiency (Equation 5.2) assumes that the storage servers also are used as indexers. 
If only dynamic nodes are used as indexers then speedup is divided by the number of dynamic 
nodes only. 
Let the cost of a single machine be cost (1), the cost of the grid be cost(Grid(s,d)) and, the 
cost of the multi-core machine be cost(Multicore(c)). To determine the cost-effectiveness of 
a system with n processors which cost cost(n), performance and cost are combined to obtain 
cost/performance [96]: 
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cost(n) 
costperf(n) = 1/' () tIme n 
. cost( Grid) 
costperf(Grzd) = l/time(Grid(s,d)) 
. cost(Multicore) 
costperf(Multlcore) = 1/' (M l' ()) tIme u tzcore c 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
A system is more cost-effective than the other when its costperf value is smaller than the other 
system's. The cost of a system depends on one's point of view. It can be hardware cost for 
processors, memory, I/O, power supplies, and so forth, and it can also include software costs of 
middleware and other system software involved. For the purpose of this experiment, the cost only 
includes processor cost. The prices are list prices in US dollars (as of 7 December, 2008)[47]. 
The processor (Intel Quad-Core Xeon X5472/3 GHz) in the quad-core machine costs $1,022 and 
a typical desktop processor (Intel Core 2 Duo E8400/3 GHz)l costs $163. 
Using these prices, the costs of the multi-core and grid are: 
cost(Multicore(4)) = 1,022 
cost(Grid(s,d)) = 163 * s 
To get the cost of the grid, cost( Grid (s, d) ), the cost of one storage server is multiplied by the total 
number of storage servers, s. In these experiments 6 storage servers were used. Using the ratios 
of the prices [96], the resulting cost functions are: 
cost(Multicore(4)) = 6.27 (5.6) 
cost(Grid(s,d)) = s (5.7) 
The cost of the grid only involves the cost of the dedicated nodes because the dynamic nodes are 
obtained from cycle-stealing and thus they could be considered as having a minimal or external 
cost. 
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. The system 
efficiency values shown in Figure 5.13(b), Figure 5.14(b) and Figure 5.15(b) were computed 
using Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3. The cost/performance values shown in Figure 5.13(c), 
Figure 5.14(c) and Figure 5.15(c) were computed using Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.5. 
lThe experiments used Pentium 4 machines, however these are no longer listed in the price list from Intel, current new 
desktop computers typically have an Intel Core 2 Duo processor and thus the price of a Core 2 Duo was used. 
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Discussion 
Figure 5.13 shows the indexing, performance, system efficiency and cost-effectiveness of both 
systems, for the workload of 32 GB. The system efficiency of the multi-core is constant at 0.64, 
whereas that of the grid varies with the number of dynamic nodes. It can be seen that for more 
than 12 dynamic nodes, the efficiency of the grid is lower than that of the multi-core, and continues 
to decline as more nodes are added. The performance graph ( Figure 5.13(a) ) shows that the 
grid performs better than the multi-core machine when 16 or more dynamic nodes are used. It 
can also be seen that the performance ( Figure 5.13(a) ) and cost-effectiveness (Figure 5.13(c) ) 
of the grid are only significantly better than those of the multi-core when 24 or more nodes are 
used. However, at this point the efficiency( Figure 5.13(b) ) of the grid is 0.49 whereas that of the 
multi-core is 0.64. Therefore, for this particular workload it can be concluded that multi-core is a 
better choice since employing the grid leads to poorly utilised resources. 
Figure 5.14 shows the indexing performance, system efficiency and cost-effectiveness of both sys-
tems for the workload of 128 GB. The system efficiency of the multi-core is 0.74. For more than 
8 dynamic nodes, the efficiency of the grid is lower than that of the multi-core but it remains rel-
atively high even as the number of dynamic nodes increases, degrading to a minimum of 0.67 for 
32 dynamic nodes. Figure 5.14(a) shows that the grid performs better when 16 or more dynamic 
nodes are used. At that point the grid has a system efficiency of 0.69 which is 5% less than that 
of the multi-core. Also at that point the grid is more cost-effective than the grid. At 32 dynamic 
nodes, the cost-effectiveness of the grid is more than twice that of the multi-core and the grid 
system efficiency is at 0.67, which is 7% less than that of the multi-core. Thus for this workload, 
it can be concluded that the grid is more cost-effective and at the same time utilisation of the grid 
resources is relatively high. 
The results of the 256GB workload are shown in Figure 5.15. The system efficiency of the multi-
core is 0.76. The efficiency of the grid is lower than that of the multi-core when more than 
8 dynamic nodes are used - it remains relatively high and reaches a minimum of 0.68 for 32 
dynamic nodes. It can be seen in Figure 5.15(b), that the grid performs better and is more cost-
effective when 16 or more dynamic nodes are used. At that point the grid has a system efficiency 
of 0.73 which is 3% less than that of the multi-core. For this workload, it can be concluded that 
the grid is more cost-effective and at the same time utilisation of the grid resources is relatively 
high. 
In these experiments the focus was on varying dynamic nodes and not the static nodes mainly 
because in many cases the number of static nodes are few and cannot be controlled. Typically, 
dynamic nodes are available in large numbers and it is important to determine when to stop 
adding more to the system. It is apparent that the static nodes can also be varied to establish the 
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number of static nodes that achieves the best performance. 
This experiment has shown that for small workloads, although the grid provides better perfor-
mance and cost-effectiveness for large numbers of dynamic nodes, the system efficiency goes to 
low levels that render the usefulness of the grid questionable. For modest to large workloads, the 
grid is a more beneficial approach achieving better cost-effectiveness and maintaining relatively 
high system utilisation. 
Having established that for modest to large scale workloads the hybrid scavenger grid is a ben-
eficial architecture for search engine indexing, it important to also evaluate its performance for 
searching. 
5.6 QUERYING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The ultimate goal of a search engine is to respond to queries fast. Search results should be returned 
within at most a few seconds, preferably less, similar to what users of Web search engines are 
accustomed to. The underlying index structure that is searched during querying dictates query 
response times. An efficient structure does not require a lot of disk access especially not disk 
seeks. Frequent and inefficient disk access patterns can substantially degrade query response time 
performance. 
In a scalable search engine, query response time should remain more or less constant even as the 
size of the searched index increases. Moreover, the index distribution among the index storage 
servers should enable query response times to be more or less the same for different queries - the 
time to respond to individual queries should not be substantially longer for some queries while it 
is shorter for others. 
Aim 
This experiment measured query throughput with regards to the size of the index. The aim was to 
determine if query response time remains constant regardless of index size. The experiment also 
aimed to find if queries can be responded to within sub-second time and if query response times 
do not substantially differ for different queries. 
Methodology and Results 
For the first part, a client program submits all the queries to the scheduler simultaneously. Each 
query is submitted without waiting for the results. At the query servers, queries are handled by 
separate threads in parallel. The total time taken to respond to all the queries is recorded and the 
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FIG. 5.16: Querying performance with 6 storage/query servers. 
throughput is computed. 
For the second part, the execution time to respond to each query was measured by sending one 
query at a time. The client submits the query to the scheduler and waits for the results before 
sending the next query. This is done for all the queries in the query set. Execution of queries in 
isolation is done in order to ensure that the recorded time is independent of factors such as inter-
ference among the various processing threads at the query servers. The results of the experiment 
are in Figure 5.16. 
Discussion 
From the Figure 5.16(a) it can be seen that the average query response time remains fairly constant 
even as the data size is increased. Query throughput is determined by the performance of the 
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query servers and also by the arrival rate of queries at the scheduler [7] . The attained average 
throughput is 10.27 queries per second. This means that the 6 storage servers used can process 
up to 36,972 queries per hour or roughly close to a million queries per day. With the average 
throughput of 10.27, the average time per query is 0.10 seconds. The query throughput attained 
is comparable to that of other distributed systems. Badue et al [7] reported that with a cluster of 
8 machines, they observed a query throughput of 12 queries per second, with an average time per 
query of 0.12 seconds. 
Figure 5.16(b) shows that response times for all the queries is below one second, with an average 
query response time of 0.13 seconds, a minimum of 0.034 seconds and maximum of 0.39 seconds. 
This experiment has shown that the average query response time remains fairly constant, that 
query response times are below one second and that the variance in query response times is not 
substantial. The storage servers download the data to their local disk before responding to queries. 
SRB file streaming methods have proven to be slow and resulted in slow query response times. 
In their implementation of a grid-based version of Lucene, Meij and de Rijke [60] made the same 
observation about the file streaming capabilities of SRB. Thus SRB only served as a way to store 
the indices that allows both dynamic nodes and dedicated nodes to store and access the distributed 
indices seamlessly. 
5.7 SUMMARY 
The results of the experiments can be summarised as follows. 
1. Grid middleware overhead. SRB read/write speeds largely depend on network speed. In 
the fast network with 75 MBis bandwidth, the overhead in indexing time resulting from the 
presence of SRB is relatively low. In a slow network of 12 MB/s bandwidth, SRB incurs a high 
overhead on indexing time which results in long indexing times when using the Non-local 
Data indexing approach. 
2. Varying grid composition. The optimal number of dynamic nodes to index a collection of 
a given size depends on the desired level of system efficiency. Increasing the number of 
dynamic nodes reduces indexing time but may also lead to degraded system efficiency. The 
optimal combination of tasks performed by the storage servers depends on the distributed 
indexing approach used. For the Local Data indexing approach, it is beneficial to use the 
storage servers for indexing and storing indices. However, for the Non-Local Data indexing 
approach, allocating the three tasks of indexing, source file storage and index storage to 
the storage servers overwhelms the storage servers to a point where the CPU load average 
becomes twice as much as the number of processors. 
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3. Index maintenance. The index can be incrementally updated. New documents can be added 
to an existing index with a near logarithmic performance degradation. Furthermore, per-
formance of updates, including document additions, modifications and deletions can be im-
proved by using bigger buffer sizes. The buffer size controls how many document updates 
are stored in memory before merging them with the on-disk index. 
4. Hybrid scavenger grid vs multi-core. For small workloads, the grid architecture can deliver 
better throughput per unit cost in comparison to the multi-core architecture, but it results 
in poor utilisation of resources. Therefore, since performance of the multi-core for small 
workloads is not much worse than grid performance, the multi-core can be used as the 
architecture of choice for small workloads. For workloads of modest to large sizes, the grid 
architecture delivers better throughput per unit cost than multi-core by wider margins. At 
the same time, the grid system efficiency is not much lower than that of the multi-core 
system. 
5. Querying performance analysis. Querying time does not vary significantly even as the data 
size increases. The average query response times for the queries used was 0.13 seconds. 
Therefore, the architecture can realise sub-second query responses for modest data sizes. 
Therefore, from the results of the evaluation, it can be argued that the hybrid scavenger grid 
architecture is cost-effective and efficient for modest to large workloads and can realise sub-second 
query responses. 
The experiments listed here are only a small sample of experiments that can be carried out to 
assess the effectiveness of the hybrid scavenger grid approach as an underlying architecture for 
search engine operations. Other possible tests are suggested in the future work section of chap-
ter 6. 
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Conclusion 
Rapid increase in data collections means that high quality search services are not only needed 
on the Web but also within restricted environments such as organisational intranets. Large scale 
informational retrieval operations have high computational needs and thus require scalable hard-
ware architectures. Cluster computing is one such architecture. The main downside is the high 
cost of acquiring the large number of dedicated resources needed to create a scalable cluster and 
also the cost of operating clusters. The hybrid scavenger grid proposed in this thesis only requires 
a small number of dedicated resources that are augmented with idle desktop workstations. Ded-
icated resources are required to provide reliability and predictability to the architecture whereas 
the dynamic nodes make the architecture scalable. 
The hybrid scavenger grid proves to be a feasible architecture for a search engine that supports 
medium- to large-scale data collections. The architecture reduces indexing time and responds 
to queries within sub-seconds. The resources of the architecture can be organised in way that 
delivers the best performance by using the right number of nodes and the right combination of 
tasks that the nodes perform. The desired levels of performance and system efficiency determine 
the optimal number of dynamic nodes to index a collection. Increasing the number of dynamic 
nodes reduces indexing time but also leads to degraded system efficiency. The combination of tasks 
that delivers the best performance depends on the type of distributed indexing used. For Local 
Data indexing, the combination of using both dynamic nodes and dedicated nodes for indexing 
and using the dedicated nodes for storing indices delivers the best performance. For the Non-local 
Data indexing approach, the combination of using only dynamic nodes for indexing and using the 
dedicated nodes for storing source data files and indices delivers the best performance. 
For small workloads, although the grid architecture delivers better throughput per unit cost in 
comparison to a quad-core machine, it results in poor utilisation of resources. For workloads 
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of modest to large sizes, the grid architecture delivers better throughput per unit cost than the 
quad-core by wider margins at a system efficiency that is comparable to that of the quad-core. 
The implementation of a distributed search engine, the deployment of the search engine on a 
hybrid scavenger grid and its evaluation have collectively shown that: 
1. It is beneficial to use a hybrid scavenger grid architecture for indexing and searching as it 
(a) reduces indexing time 
(b) realises sub-second query response times 
2. The right resource composition of the grid can be achieved to get the best performance by 
using the right number of nodes and scheduling the right combination of tasks on the nodes. 
3. Compared to a multi-core machine of 4 cores, the hybrid scavenger grid delivers better 
performance and is more cost-effective and efficient for modest to large scale workloads. 
4. The hybrid scavenger grid architecture can scale to large collections of data by adding more 
dynamic nodes as required. 
Small companies, academic institutions and other organisations can reduce costs by using a hy-
brid scavenger grid architecture as the underlying hardware infrastructure for their search ser-
vices. Moreover, the hybrid scavenger grid advocates the use of resources that are already present 
within the organisation, thus it could empower organisations in the developing world to provide 
their own search services with limited but well-utilised computing resources. Developing world 
organisations can invest in a small number of dedicated resources and the rest of the computa-
tional power can be obtained from the dynamic resources. In the developing world, however, 
some institutions avoid leaving their computers switched on overnight in order to reduce power 
consumption. In such a case, certain periods of time (for example, certain weekdays or weekends) 
can be chosen during which the idle desktop machines can be left switched on. 
Limitations 
From performance evaluation, it is apparent that the Non-local Data indexing approach performs 
poorly. With Non-local Data indexing, the nodes download source data that is stored on the 
storage servers on SRB. The extra step of interacting with SRB incurs network time that adds to the 
accumulated indexing time. Within a fast network, the overhead is relatively low (8-10% increase 
in indexing time within a network of maximum available bandwidth of 75 MB/sec). However 
within a slow network the overhead is high (39-41 % increase in indexing time within a network 
of maximum available bandwidth of 12 MB/sec). Due to this high overhead in slow networks, 
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downloading the files from SRB degrades indexing performance significantly. The alternative 
method of using SRB file streaming methods to directly access and index data stored on the SRB 
file system delivered worse performance as the SRB file streaming methods were slow and error 
prone. 
While this work was underway, a new generation of data management grid middleware, called i 
Rule Oriented Data Systems (iRODS), was developed by the developers of SRB at the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center. SRB has been said to be a great concept that is poorly engineered [94], 
thus iRODS might have addressed some of SRB's implementation shortcomings. The file streaming 
methods of iRODS could be evaluated in the context of this project. Another option is also to 
explore and evaluate performance of other data grid middleware solutions such as the GridFTP 
data management component of the Globus Toolkit which has been found[94] to have a robust 
means of file transfer in comparison to SRB. The Globus Toolkit was not chosen for this project 
because of the many other services that come with the toolkit that were not needed for this project. 
The Globus Toolkit was meant to be modular but it is not clear how to separate one service from 
the rest. 
With the implementation presented in this thesis, if the chosen approach is Non-local Data index-
ing and if the network speed is slower than 12MB/sec then the overhead incurred by SRB will be 
even higher, resulting in overall poor performance of the grid. The network becomes a bottleneck 
to the centrally stored data. Therefore it would be beneficial for limited bandwidth environments 
to use the fully distributed approach - Local Data indexing - even when the data is stored on 
a few centralised servers. The data can be staged on dynamic nodes before indexing begins by 
distributed the data among the nodes that are involved in indexing. Another option that naturally 
results in distributed data is the use of a parallel crawler which runs on separate machines simul-
taneously. The resulting distributed data can then be indexed using the Local-Data approach -
each machine indexes the data downloaded by its crawler. 
Ideally, experiments should be conducted on a standard collection to allow accurate repeatability 
of experiments. The dataset used in the experiment is not a standard data collection mainly 
because the author had no access to standard collections such as the GOV2 TREC collection which 
require acquisition costs. 
Future Work 
There are several open questions that have not been answered by this thesis, in particular those 
related to distributed search engine algorithms. The result merging algorithm used re-ranks the 
partial result lists retrieved by each server in order to make the document scores from the different 
servers comparable before merging them into a single list. The document scores are not immedi-
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ately comparable because each server computes similarity scores between documents and queries 
using local collection statistics. The documents are assigned new scores which are their original 
scores altered by a collection weight for their respective collections. The collection weights used 
are based on collection scores that take into account the length of the result list retrieved by the 
server holding the collection. The re-ranking approach is an alternative to using global collection 
statistics of the collection as a whole. The global collection statistics are computed periodically to 
reflect changes in the collection and each server is updated with the new values. An analysis of 
the quality of ranking of the two methods can be explored. Testing with a standard collection can 
enable the precision graphs of the two methods to be compared. 
The dedicated machines that store the indices and respond to queries can fail independently. The 
indices can therefore be duplicated among the storage servers. In the case where a server fails, the 
servers holding the duplicate index of the index that the failed server was serving queries with can 
begin serving queries using both its own index and the index of the failed server. Lucene has the 
ability to search across multiple indices, therefore this would be a straightforward fault-tolerance 
extension. 
The experiments conducted are a subset of possible experiments that could be carried out to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid scavenger grid. Other possible experiments include: 
Ease of Maintenance. Maintaining a distributed system requires significant human effort. Large 
data collections of several terabytes of data require a large grid consisting of large numbers 
of dynamic nodes. As the size of the grid grows, the effort required to operate and maintain 
the grid also becomes greater. Therefore, it would also be of interest to know the human cost 
of a hybrid scavenger grid operation in comparison to the other architectures while taking 
into account performance, hardware cost-effectiveness and resource efficiency. 
Node failure rate. The search engine developed handled node failure by reallocating the work 
of unresponsive nodes. Experiments showing how performance is affected by varying node 
failure rates could also be carried out. 
Network Utilisation. The system efficiency analysis took into account the utilisation of the ma-
chines of the grid but not that of the network connecting the machines. It would be im-
portant to also measure network utilisation on different segments of the network during 
indexing. Such experiments would reveal performance of the grid for different network 
traffic scenarios. 
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